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Welcome to Ready to Read Book 3: Ice + Snow! If you are new to Gather ‘Round Homeschool, I wanted to take a 
few moments to explain the philosophy, the backstory, and the how behind this curriculum and approach.

Who am I? 
My name is Rebecca Spooner. I have no special accreditation, and I have no certificates 

of qualification lining my walls. I am just a homeschool parent like you. I am a 
second-generation homeschooler who is following my mother’s footsteps. I have lived 
and breathed homeschooling for as long as I can remember. As soon as my kids were 
(probably not quite) old enough, I had a schedule and a plan and a full curriculum 
prepared for them. I jumped in with both feet, and I floundered and sputtered and 

made countless mistakes. Homeschooling my kids was harder than I had ever imagined: 
there were so many kids and so many curriculum options to choose from. Slowly but 

surely my vision of my kids gathered around me like a flock of little chicks faded into the 
realm of naive and impossible. I began a blog and reviewed curriculum and bounced from 

one thing to the next (sorry, kids). Eventually, my little blog grew and I began traveling, speaking, and writing 
books, and I evenwrote my first Bible curriculum: More Than Words. My dream was to continue with the direction I 
was in—review curriculum, blog, and write. But all that changed in early 2019. 

It started with a healthy dose of discontent. Why on earth was I settling? I was choosing curriculum that was suiting 
my kids but killing me with all the projects and activities and one-on-one (as I bounced from child to child like a 
Ping-Pong ball), or I was choosing curriculum that was suiting me and compromising a love of learning to keep my 
sanity. No one was winning; this couldn’t be it. One random weekend, as I was praying and asking God, “What 
now? What now for my business? What now for our homeschool?” I felt like the question was bounced back at 
me: “What if you could teach all your kids together?” I believe that when Jesus said He came to bring life and life 
abundantly, He was thinking about our homeschools and families too. He came to bring life and joy and wonder 
and curiosity and love of learning—if we learn anything from scripture, it is that God is unpredictable and wild and 
adventurous and exciting. He cares about our homes and He cares about our relationships with one another. With 
that one question and with my pencil poised, the entire vision for Gather 'Round Homeschool was born. 

one unit that ties in all your subjects for all your kids, taIlored, customized, easy, a launchpad for 

adventure and learning, kindle for the fire, and above all else: all about Him and all for Him

Within one month, we were taking preorders for something I was still working out in my head, and we now launch 
a brand-new unit every single month.



What is tHe gather ‘round dIfference?  
I have personally tried and used or looked at nearly every curriculum on the market, and I can tell you that 
there are so many unique things about Ready to Read. This program is designed to be the first step to a love 
of learning, with engaging illustrations and fun activities. While our main units will include a small pre-reader 
notebook to keep your young learner engaged with the family, this unit will propel your student on to reading 
and numeracy success. We bring in Charlotte Mason elements such as: no busy work, narration, art, summation, 
memory work, and a feast of education. 

hoW to use tHis book
This is Book 3 of Ready to Read, containing 9 four-day weeks. The theme for this book is polar habitats. Your 
child will learn about many amazing creatures who live in polar regions and will begin exploring the scientific 
significance of these habitats. The theme is woven into all the subjects and skills your child will practice each day. 
Before each week begins, you’ll find a page which provides a snapshot of the week. At the end of each week, we 
provide a review opportunity with simple conversation questions and an idea for an active game. You can use this 
review as a fun way to practice the skills your kindergartener has learned throughout the week. 

Bible Connections
In this book, you and your child will explore the life of Jesus as told in the four Gospels. You’ll explore 9 significant 
episodes in his life, learning more about the way Christ lived when He walked on earth, and how He taught His 
followers to live.

a day with gather ‘round ready to read 
Read from the Teacher’s Guide (5–15 minutes)  
Sit down together with your child and read the lesson for the day. Each lesson is just one page. Encourage them 
to point at the pictures on the page and notice details about the science topic that are made clear with vivid 
images. Read the Bible verse from Proverbs for the day, and talk about its real-life application. You can also read 
one or more picture books while you are sitting together. This is a wonderful open-and-go curriculum for you and 
your student to bond over. 

work in the student notebook (20–30 minutes) 
Once you have read from the Teacher’s Guide, 
get out the student notebook, where you will work 
through the four pages that go with each lesson 
together. You will need to read the instructions on 
each page to your student. We provide suggestions 
to help you discuss the concepts covered. Some 
pages include optional extension activities in 
case you’d like to take the phonetic and numeric 
concepts covered beyond the workbook page! 



these wIll include Pages like: 

math  
Math pages cover important 
mathematical concepts that go 
beyond numbers and counting, 
including place value, money, 
and time.

art  
Your child has the opportunity to explore 
pictures of classic artwork, and create some of 
their own!

PHONICS 
Your child will learn to read words ending in 
silent e, -ay, and -y.



science 
Science pages give your child the opportunity to recall the 
information they have learned from the Teacher’s Guide about 
different animals and the polar regions where they live in.

 

social studies  
Social studies pages explore topics that help your child begin to 
understand the world they live in and how to relate to it. 

bible 
Bible pages explore the Bible concept 
covered in the Teacher’s Guide more 
fully.

mini book 
Your child will have the opportunity to 
cut out, color, and read a mini book each 
week. Plan to keep these mini books to 
build a library that your child can read as 
the year progresses.



FaceBooK page:  www.facebook.com/gatherroundhomeschool  

FaceBooK GrouP: www.facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool  

InstaGram: www.instagram.com/gatherroundhomeschool

download oUr apP!: www.homeschool.discplemedia.com

So how long does It take?
How long this takes depends on you and your child. On a busy day, you’ll easily be able to finish in half an hour. 
When you have more time, and you choose to read a stack of picture books, find videos of the animal you’re learning 
about, or decide to really get messy and learn about water in a hands-on way, you could spend a whole morning or 
afternoon learning together! There is also a Facebook group where we post resources for each unit into a file. You 
can find this at http://facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool and ask your questions and get help from other 
users of the curriculum. 

suPplIeS 
Only a few supplies are essential for each day of Ready to Read. Make sure to  
have these on hand, as you will be using them regularly. Review games utilize  
common household materials that you are likely to have on hand, but feel  
free to make substitutions and use what you have! 
•  pencil 
•  crayons 
•  scissors 
•  stapler 
•  glue stick

a n d  t h a t ’ s  i t !

is tHis enoUGH? 
Obviously, I believe in this or I wouldn’t be selling it and creating it. But ultimately, you have to decide that for yourself 
based on your goals and expectations. It takes trust. Trust that love of learning will accomplish more than  
force-feeding information. Trust that the connections in these units will mean more to your kids than individual 
subjects carefully separated into the little cubicles of their minds. Rest in the fact that the less pressure you have and 
the more time you have, the more you can jump into whatever strikes your fancy and do those things you’ve always 
wanted to but never had time for. This is your moment. Lay down the comparison for one month, and let’s just bring 
it back to the family couch. Gather 'Round, kids—this month is going to change everything.

May God bless your homeschooling this month. May the creator of creativity inspire you and give you fresh vision 
and motivation and excitement in your home. May this month bring you closer to gather as a family and spark deep 
conversations that stick. And may God use what is truly His to draw you and your kids even closer to Him. 

Love,

http://www.facebook.com/gatherroundhomeschool
http://www.facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool
http://www.instagram.com/gatherroundhomeschool
https://homeschool.disciplemedia.com/signup
http://www.homeschool.discplemedia.com


      scope + Sequence



lesson 1
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: snow, polar regions, Arctic Circle, 
Artarctica, North Pole + South Pole

Bible: Angel Gabriel’s announcement to 
Mary

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: long + short vowel sounds, 
introduction to reading a recipe, silent e, 
a_e words

SOCIAL STUDIES: my home + my city

lesson 2
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: ice—freezing point, ice sheets, 
glaciers, icebergs, solid + liquid
Bible: Mary’s response to the angel’s news

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: a_e words, greater than + 
less than, sight words—we, me, be

ART: Scene in the Arctic by William 
Bradford

lesson 3
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: polar bears—diet, habitat, a 
mother’s care for cubs

Bible: Jesus’s birth in Bethlehem

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: sentences begin with 
uppercase letters, greater than + less 
yhan, comparing sums
BIBLE: the birth of Jesus

lesson 4
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: how a polar bear stays warm

Bible: the angels told the shepherds the 
good news of of Jesus’s birth

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: a_e word mini book, 3D 
shapes, patterns, story problems, greater 
than + less than, complete the sentences

SCIENCE: polar bear facts

W E E K  1  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E

lesson 5
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: harp seals—markings, physical 
characteristics, diet, predators)

Bible: Jesus lost in Jerusalem as a child

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics and Math: silent e, i_e words, 
money, capitalization of first word in 
sentence

lesson 6
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: baby harp seal—fur, mother’s 
care)

Bible: Jesus was invited to a wedding at 
Cana

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics and Math: reading long + short i 
words; using 25 bit/10 bit/5 bit/1 bit coins 
to make 1 Buck; sight word—why

SoCial studies: information about my 
state/province + my country

lesson 7
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: beluga whale—size, calves

Bible: Jesus changes water to wine

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: end marks for sentences—
period, exclamation point, question mark; 
10 bit and 1 bit coins; story problems with 
money, math skills review—counting by 
10s, addition, subtraction, greater than + 
less than

science + art: beluga whale facts, beluga 
whale art project

lesson 8
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: beluga whales—diet, nickname, 
vocalizations

Bible: Jesus’s first miracle

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, greater than + 
less than with money, reading words with  
/ā/ and /ī/ sounds

art: musical instrument sorting

W E E K  2  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E



lesson 9
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: reasons for the cold temperatures 
in polar regions—tilt of the Earth, curve of 
the Earth, light colors reflect the sun’s rays

Bible: Jesus heals Jairus’s daughter

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: silent e, o_e words, 
receipts, capitalization of first word in 
sentence, end marks

Science: tilt of the Earth, light colors reflect 
sun’s rays

lesson 10
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: Antarctica—iInhabitants, ice 
sheets, plants

Bible: Jesus heals

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: reading silent e words; 
introduction of place value to 100s place; 
sight words—go, so, no

social studies: information about my 
continent + my planet

lesson 11
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: leopard seal—habitat, size, 
reproduction, adaptations to climate

Bible: Jesus heals

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: o_e words; sight words—
so, no, go; dictation, counting by 100s; 
story problem clue words

art: drawing 

lesson 12
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: leopard seals—appearance, diet, 
predators, temperament

Bible: Jesus heals

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, forming plural 
words by adding s, Counting by 100s, 
addition, subtraction, greater than + less 
than

bible: Jesus heals

W E E K  3  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E

lesson 13
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: emperor penguins—habits, diet, 
size, appearance

Bible: Jesus feeds the 5,000

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: silent e, u_e words, telling 
time to the hour, complete sentences 

Science: penguin life cycle

lesson 14
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science:Adélie penguins—size, 
appearance, habits, diet, predators

Bible: Jesus feeds the 5,000

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: reading long vowel words, 
building 3-digit numbers, sight word—are

art: draw a penguin

lesson 15
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: chinstrap penguins—diet, 
appearance, habits

Bible: Jesus feeds the 5,000

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: singular + plural nouns, 
writing 3-digit numbers, solve for the 
unknown story problems

bible: Jesus feeds the 5,000 (narration) 

lesson 16
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: gentoo penguins—reasons for 
black + white plumage

Bible: Jesus feeds the 5,000

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, rhyming words, 
counting by 100s, 3D shapes, greater 
than + less than

critical thinking skills: facts vs. opinions

W E E K  4  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E



lesson 17
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: caribou—diet, appearance, 
habitat; tundra

Bible: Jesus prays alone

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: silent e, soft sounds of g + 
c, sets of 5, fact + opinion sentences

social studies: natural vs. man-made

lesson 18
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: caribou—antlers, predators, 
domestication

Bible: the disciples crossing the stormy 
sea

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: silent e scavenger hunt, 
counting by 5s, sight word—come

Science: caribou facts

lesson 19
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: musk ox—defense against 
predators, diet, habitat

Bible: Jesus walks on water

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: hard + soft c + g sounds, 
skip counting by 5s, solve for the unknown 
with story problems

art: picture study 

lesson 20
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: musk ox—adaptations to climate, 
historical hunting

Bible: Jesus walks on water

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, sight word 
review, counting by 5s, 3D shapes, three-
digit numbers

bible: Matthew 14:33 copywork

W E E K  5  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E

lesson 21
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: narwhal—tusk, diet

Bible: Jesus speaks about the Pharisees

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: words that end in -ay, 
count by 5s + 10s with money, completing 
sentences
 
social studies: reduce, reuse, recycle

lesson 22
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: narwhal

Bible: Jesus speaks about the Pharisees

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: flip book of -ay words, 
reading clocks—minute hand

science: narwhal anatomy

lesson 23
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: orca—diet, habitat, pods

Bible: Jesus speaks about the Pharisees

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: reading -ay words, 
capitalization, reading clocks—minute 
hand, solve for the unknown story 
problems

art: orca art

lesson 24
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: orca—coloration, reproduction, 
echolocation

Bible: Jesus speaks about the Pharisees

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, storytelling, 
addition + subtraction with missing 
numbers, reading clocks, three-digit 
numbers

bible: justice, mercy, faithfulness
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lesson 25
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: snow petrel—habitat, diet, 
courtship

Bible: Jesus meets Zacchaeus

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: words that end in -y, 
measuring tools, syllables

geography: cardinal directions

lesson 26
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: snow petrel—nesting habits + 
defense mechanism

Bible: Jesus meets Zacchaeus

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: reading -ay + -y words, 
telling time to the half hour, days of the 
week

Science: snowflake resist art

lesson 27
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: walrus—habits, characteristics, 
historical hunting

Bible: Jesus meets Zacchaeus

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: one + two-syllable words, 
sentence order, mixed counting by 5s + 
10s, telling time to the half hour

science: birds + mammals of polar regions

lesson 28
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: walrus—tusks, diet, reproduction

Bible: Jesus meets Zacchaeus

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, solving for 
the unknown, telling time, three-digit 
numbers, rhyming words

bible: Jesus meets Zacchaeus

W E E K  7  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E

lesson 29
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: Arctic hare—habitat, color-
changing fur, characteristics

Bible: Jesus washes the disciples’ feet

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: multi-syllable words that 
end in -y, vacation budget, capitalizing 
names 
 
social studies: urban, suburban, + rural 
communities

lesson 30
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science:Arctic hare—ears, diet, 
reproduction

Bible:Jesus washes the disciples’ feet

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: reading and writing -y 
words, counting mixed change, greater 
than + less than, sight word—who

science: Arctic hare facts

lesson 31
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: snowy owls—appearance, 
reproduction, diet

Bible: Jesus washes the disciples’ feet

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: finishing sentences, 
capitalization, telling time, story problems 
with clue words

bible: a heart for serving others

lesson 32
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: snowy owl—feathers, coloration, 
hunting habits

Bible: Jesus washes the disciples’ feet

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, counting 
by 100s + 5s, telling time, three-digit 
numbers, sight word review

art: picture study

W E E K  8  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E



lesson 33
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: Arctic fox—habitat, 
characteristics

Bible: Jesus’ crucifixion + burial

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: long-vowel words that 
end in -y, comparing measurements, 
sorting long + short-vowel words

science: characteristics of polar animals

lesson 34
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: Arctic fox—color-changing fur, 
diet, dens

Bible: Jesus has risen

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: reading -y words, 
capitalization, comparing quantities, 
sight word—they

social studies: importance of family

lesson 35
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: collared lemming—diet, place in 
the food chain

Bible: Jesus appears to the disciples

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: consonant blends, solving 
addition + subtraction problems quickly, 
story problem strategies

art: camouflage art

lesson 36
TEACHER’S GUIDE
Science: collared lemming—winter fur, 
winter home

Bible: Jesus washes the sisciples’ feet

STUDENT NOTEBOOK
Phonics + Math: mini book, counting 
by 100s + 10s, telling time, three-digit 
numbers, dictation

bible: John 20:30–31

W E E K  9  •   S C O P E  +  S E Q U E N C E
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 ScIence: Polar reGions, ice formationS, Polar Bears
You’ll begin this first week with a gentle introduction to 
polar regions, the freezing cold areas at the top and 
bottom of the globe. Feel free to get out a globe to help 
your child picture the location of the habitats that you will 
both learn more about in this unit. Polar bears are large 
bears that roam the Arctic in search of their prey. They eat 
a great deal of food in order to maintain the thick layer of 
fat that helps keep them warm.

 BiBle: BirtH oF jesUs (lUke 1:26–38, 46–55, lUke 2:1–20) 
This week you’ll read the stories surrounding Jesus’s birth, 
with a focus on the angel Gabriel’s announcement to 
Mary, Jesus’s birth in Bethlehem, and the angel choir 
that announced His birth to the shepherds outside of 
Bethlehem. You can read these stories using the Bible 
passages listed, or you can read them in a children’s 
storybook Bible. 

 language artS
Your child is introduced to reading long vowel words, 
beginning with words featuring the /ā/ sound, as part of 
the a_e word pattern, featuring silent e at the end. Three 
very short sight words (we, me, and be) are introduced 
this week, along with the digraph ch-. Find sight word 
and digraph 
flashcards in the 
appendix of the 
student book, 
and use these 
cards for review 
and for games.

 MatH: recipe, greater than + less than
In Lesson 1, one page in the student notebook introduces 
a simple recipe for making hot chocolate mix. With your 
child, explore the way recipes work and consider making this 
recipe, if you’d like. You’ll need to have just three ingredients 
on hand: powdered sugar, unsweetened cocoa powder, and 
powdered milk. The new math concept introduced this week 
is using greater than and less than symbols (> and <) to 
compare two numbers.

 art: painting study—Scene in the arctic 
You and your child will have the opportunity to observe a 
piece of classic art this week. Painted by William Bradford, 
who spent time traveling in and observing Arctic seascapes 
in order to paint his beautiful pieces of artwork, Scene in the 
Arctic is sure to spark imagination about what exploring 
the icy polar regions of the world might have been like in 
an era long past. Ask your child questions designed to 
spark careful thought and observation, and write down the 
answers they dictate to you.

 Social Studies: My Home + My city
This week, your child begins a three-week project of making 
a booklet that shows where they live in the wider world. 
Complete the first two pages for this booklet this week: My 
Home and My City. Use this activity as an opportunity to talk 
with your child about what makes your home and your city 
unique and special.

W e e k  1  s n a p s h o t

langUage
artsrUle: silent e in a_e words

SiGht wordS: we, me, be
diGraph Blend: ch-

Much of what we do each day is determined by 
our habits. Habits are powerful, so seek to build a 
strong foundation of habitual learning in your young 
children. Encourage them to be aware of their 
surroundings, to listen closely to stories, and see 
what new words they can discover, and to draw their 
own conclusions based on what they observe. Most 
people say that it’s very hard to break a habit that’s 
deeply ingrained. Building the habit of learning from 
life is something that will serve your child well for 
decades to come.

lifestyle of learninG

WEEK 1 week
1

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r
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Snow at tHe Poles

What’s Special about snowFlakes? (each 
one is unique)

What is tHe continent at the BottoM oF 
the eartH? (AntarcticA)

What is tHe FreezIng cold area at the top 
of the earth called? (the Arctic)

WEEK 1

L e S s O n  1

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 polar regiOnS      luke 1:26–38, 46–55       long + short Vowel sounds       reading a recipe       silent e       My Home + My city

biBle connection
(Luke 1:26–38, 46–55 or read the story of the angel’s message to 
Mary in a storybook Bible) Many, many years before Jesus was 
born, God promised that He would send the Messiah, a Savior to 
rescue His people and lead them back into relationship with Him. 
God planned to send His one and only Son. But how? How could 
the Son of God become the Savior of the world? First, he had to 
be born as a baby, just like you, and me, and every other human 
who ever lived. God sent an angel named Gabriel to tell Mary, 
a young woman who wasn’t married yet, that she was going to 
have a baby, and that that baby would be the Son of God. How 
could this happen? It would be a miracle!

Have you ever touched snow? Snow is pretty special, isn’t it? It falls 
from the sky in tiny, unique snowflakes, and no flake is exactly like 
any other. When you grab a handful of it, you can pack it tightly into 
a solid snowball. If you take that snowball indoors and leave it on 
your kitchen table, when you come back in a little while, there will 
be nothing left, other than a puddle of water! That’s because the 
warm temperature of your house causes the snow to melt. Some 
places on earth never have any snow at all. There are very old 
men and women who have lived their entire lifetimes without ever 
seeing snow! In other places on earth, there is snow all year long. 
There are some people and animals that live in regions where 
there is always ice and snow because the temperatures where 
they live are really, really cold! We’re going to read about all 
sorts of animals whose bodies are perfectly designed to survive 

in the frigid air and water found at the top and bottom of the earth, in 
areas called polar regions. The North Pole, and the region known as the 
Arctic, are found at the top of the earth, and the South Pole, and the 
continent of Antarctica, are found at the bottom of the earth. What an 
adventure we are about to have!

north Pole

lesson 
1
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Do you ever drink water or juice with ice in it? People usually make 
ice by putting water into a freezer. Ice is just water that has gotten 
so cold that it’s changed from a liquid to a solid.  Water freezes, or 
turns into solid ice, at its freezing point, 32° Fahrenheit (0°C). As 
soon as the temperature warms up past that 32° (0°C) point, the 
ice will melt, or turn back into liquid water. Because temperatures 
are cold all year long at the top and bottom of the earth, where 
the polar regions are found, ice in those regions might stay frozen 
for years and years, without ever having a chance to melt. In 
nature, ice can be found in several different formations. Ice sheets 
are the largest ice formations. Almost the entire continent of 
Antarctica is covered in an ice sheet. Glaciers are huge masses 
of ice that slide very, very slowly across land. Icebergs are big 
chunks of ice that you can find floating in the ocean. If an iceberg 
floats into warmer ocean waters, it will eventually melt. However, in 
the frigid waters around polar regions, icebergs can remain frozen for 
quite a long time! Are you excited to begin learning about the animals 
that live on the ice and under it in the Arctic and in Antarctica?

interesting ice

let’s talk about it

(Luke 1:26–38, 46–55) How do you think Mary might have felt when the angel Gabriel appeared to her and told 
her that she would have a baby, and that her baby would be the Son of God? The Bible doesn’t tell us exactly how 

she felt, but it does tell us how she responded. She said, “I am the servant of the Lord.” 
Later in the same chapter, she sings a song of praise to God, saying, “My soul magnifies 
the Lord, and my spirit rejoices in God my Savior.” This was really big, life-changing 
news, but Mary responded to the news that she would become the mother of Jesus with 
obedience and joy!

What happens to water when It reacHes its 
FreezIng point? (it turns intO ice)

can yoU tHink of any lIquids BesIdes water?

can yoU tHink of any solids besideS ice?

WEEK 1

L e S s O n  2

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 ice      luke 1:26–38, 46–55       silent e changeS the sound       greater than + lesS  than       sight Words       study a painting

biBle connection

slow movinG glacier

extension 
activity

Play with ice! You could freeze plastic  
animal figurines (or any plastic toy that won’t 
be damaged by being frozen) in a container 
full of water, and then allow your child to use 

small tools to excavate and warm water to 
melt the ice, in order to rescue the frozen toy!

lesson 
2
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polar bears

WEEK 1

L e S s O n  3

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 polar bears      luke 2:1–20
      sentences Begin with uppercase  

letterS       greater than + leSs than       compAring sums       the BirtH of Jesus

let’s talk about it (Luke 2:1–20 or read the story of Jesus’s birth in a storybook 
Bible) Do you know where you were born? When you 
think about the Son of God being born on earth, you 
might have imagined that He’d be born in a very special 
and fancy place. But we read in the Bible that Jesus was 
born in the small town of Bethlehem, in a place that 
was neither fancy nor very clean, because it was a place 
where animals lived! Mary and Joseph, her husband, 
traveled far from their home to Bethlehem around the 

time when Mary was about to give 
birth. Jesus was born in Bethlehem, 
just as God had promised many 
years before.

do polar Bears live in tHe arctic or 
in antarctica? (the Arctic)

What do polar Bears maInly eat? 
(seALS)

How does a motHer polar Bear give 
her cubS a bath? (by Licking tHem)

biBle connection

Do you know what kind of bear this is? It’s a polar bear! Polar bears 
live in the Arctic region, which means they live up north, in the area 

surrounding the North Pole (if you head south to Antarctica hoping 
to see polar bears, you will be disappointed, because you won’t find 
any!). Polar bears are huge animals, considered to be the largest 
land carnivores, with male polar bears weighing up to 1600 pounds 
(720 kg). They are powerful predators, hunting mainly seals, and 
occasionally beluga whales and walruses. Polar bears are excellent 
swimmers, using their two front limbs with large, paddle-like paws to 
propel themselves through the water. A mother polar bear will give 
birth to her tiny cubs, weighing less than 2.2 pounds (1 kg), inside 

her winter den, which she makes by digging a deep hole in snow. This 
den provides shelter from the harsh winter winds when her babies are 
too small to face the elements. These cubs will stay with their mother 

until they are fully grown, and she will protect them fiercely from any 
danger. A mother polar bear likes to keep her cubs clean, too! She 
will bathe her cubs by licking their fur to keep them clean.

lesson 
3
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What color is a polar bear’s Skin? (bLAck)

a polar bear has a thick layer oF What 
under its skIn? (fat)

Why Might a polar bear dig a Shelter 
In the Snow? (to hide in during a fierce 
stOrm)

let’s talk about it

What do you notice when you look at this picture of a polar 
bear? You’ll likely notice its thick white furry coat. Many Arctic 
animals have white fur, which helps them blend into their snowy 
environments. Because the polar bear blends into the snow and 
ice of the Arctic, this bear is able to capture its prey before the prey 
has a chance to spot the bear and escape! A polar bear’s thick 
fur helps protect it from the wind and the cold temperatures of 
its native habitat. What you might not know is that polar bears 
have black skin under all that white fur! Just under their skin is a 
thick layer of fat, which helps to keep the bear warm by insulating 
it from the cold. These bears have fur as well as bumpy skin on 
the bottoms of their paws. Both the fur and the bumpy skin help 
provide a better grip to keep the bears from slipping as they 
walk on slippery ice. When fierce storms sweep their way across 
the Arctic, polar bears will dig holes in snowbanks to make shelters for 
themselves. A bear will stay in his snowy shelter, curled into a ball and 
letting the snow build up over it, for up to several days until the storm 
ceases.

a Polar Bear’s Perfect design

WEEK 1

L e S s O n  4

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 polar bears      luke 2:1–20       Mini Book       skilLs review       Finish the sentences       poLar Bears

biBle connection
(Luke 2:1–20)  Have you ever gotten to visit a brand-new baby? Often, families invite a few special people 
to come visit after a new baby is born. You might imagine that the birth of Jesus was so special it would 
be announced far and wide to all the most important people, so that those important people could come 
and visit the new baby. Instead, angels announced the birth of Jesus to a group of shepherds who were up 
late, watching their flocks at night. The shepherds rushed to see the newborn Savior, who had been laid 
in a manger. When you think about how the first cradle of Christ was a feeding trough for animals, you 
might begin to suspect that God’s plan of redemption and rescue through Jesus Christ didn’t look quite like 
anything that anyone might have imagined.

polar bear

lesson 
4
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prayer Break

optional activity

W e e k  1  r e V i e W
WEEK 1

What an amazing first week we’ve had, beginning our adventure into the icy regions at the top and bottom of the 
globe, the Arctic and Antarctica. We also got to learn about polar bears, mighty hunters of the north. We read that a 
mother bear will dig out a cozy den in the snow when it’s time for her babies to be born. We began to read words with 
the long /ā/ sound in the middle, thanks to silent e at the end. We compared numbers, making sure to feed the bigger 
number in each pair to the hungry polar bear! What an amazing week! I can’t wait to find out what we’ll learn more 
about next week!

 What is one interesting thing you learned about 
polar bears?

 Can you say the 5 long vowel sounds? (/ā/, /ē/, 
/ī/, /ō/, /ū/)

 I will tell you two numbers. Can you tell me 
which one is less than the other? (Give your 
child a number pair, feel free to repeat with a few 
different pairs of unequal numbers.)

stand up, sit down
Tell your child that they will have to listen closely to play 
this game. You will call out a word. If the word has a 
short vowel sound in the middle, your child should remain 
seated, or sit down. If the word has a long vowel sound 
in the middle, your child should stand up,or remain 
standing. Try to play faster as your child gets the hang of 
the game. Here are lists of short and long-vowel words 
to get started with, but feel free to continue the game 
with more words, if you are having fun! This game helps 
to build auditory discrimination skills. If your child grows 
more comfortable with being able to distinguish between 
short and long vowel sounds quickly, they will understand 
the new reading rules that apply to long-vowel words 
better.

Short-vowel words: get, lip, ten, sand, shut, trust, well, 
chin, dent, snug
Long-vowel words: kite, vote, mane, lean, cute, plate, 
note, chase, June, nice

Thank you, Jesus, for 
coming to earth to be 
our Savior. Thank you for 
knowing how much we 
need you. Amen.

let’s revieW!

week
1
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 ScIence: Harp SealS, Beluga Whales
Your child will read about harp seals and beluga whales, 
two mammals of the Arctic regions. Read more about their 
lifestyle and the way their bodies are designed for survival 
in their chilly homeland. If you’d like to, you can look up 
videos of these animals so that your child can see them in 
action!

 BiBle: jesUs lost in jeruSaleM, jesuS’s Miracle at cana 
This week, you’ll touch on one interesting moment from 
Jesus’s growing up years, when Mary and Joseph lost their 
son for a couple days, later finding him in the temple. Then 
you’ll read about Jesus’s first miracle, turning water into 
wine at a wedding. Bible references are included for your 
information, but you can also feel free to read these stories 
from a children’s storybook Bible, if you’d like.

 language artS
Your child will read words featuring the /ī/ sound, as part 
of the i_e word pattern, featuring silent e at the end. The 
digraph wh- is introduced this week, along with the sight 
word why. Find sight word and digraph flashcards in the 
appendix of the student book, and use these cards for 
review and for games. You’ll practice building awareness 
of the way sentences work by talking about what comes at 

the beginning and what 
comes at the end of 
sentences.

 MatH: Money, greater than + less than review
Your child will build familiarity with money as the Spooner 
Buck currency is introduced this week. This system includes 
25 bit, 10 bit, 5 bit, and 1 bit coins as well as bills. Your child 
will practice some simple story problems and mathematical 
calculations using currency, and will practice comparing the 
value of these coins and bills using greater than + less than 
symbols.

 art: Beluga Whale art Project + MUsical instrument Sort 
Your child is invited to paint an ocean-inspired blue 
background and paste a beluga whale to the background. 
They will also have the chance to sort musical instruments. 
The beluga whale is a very musical or noisy creature, so it 
makes sense to talk about the kinds of instruments people 
use to make music this week.

 Social Studies: My State/Province, My country
This week, your child continues a three-week project of 
making a booklet that shows where they live in the wider 
world. Complete these two pages for this booklet this week: 
My State/Province and My Country. If you’d like, you can 
prepare for this activity by printing small maps or images of 
your state and your country for your child to use to complete 
these pages. Use this activity as an opportunity to talk 
with your child about what makes your state/province and 
country unique and special.

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  2  s n a p s h o t

langUage
arts rUle: i_e words

SiGht word: why
consonant Blend: wh-

Here are two life skills to practice this week. One is a hands-
on skill, and the other is a memory topic. If you child already 
knows these well, feel free to skip this. If these are more 
challenging for your child, feel free to spend more than a week 
practicing the skills!

Learn to match pairs of socks from the laundry and put them 
away correctly.

Choose a memory song (i.e. geography facts, math facts, 
etc.) to learn by heart.

life skills

WEEK 2 week 
2
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harp seal

harp seal

WEEK 2

L e S s O n  5

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 Harp seal      luke 2:41–52       silent e Words       Money       reading + capitalizAtion       the gospeLS

let’s talk about it

(Luke 2:41–52) Baby Jesus grew up and became a 
child, and then a teen, before He became the man 
who walked from city to city, healing and preaching 
about the Kingdom of God. Just like you, He grew a 
little older each year. When He was a child, His friends 
and neighbors didn’t realize that He was the Son of 
God, or that He would be the Savior of the world. There 
were a few times you could tell that Jesus was a little 
bit different, even when He was just a child. One time, 
His parents lost him in Jerusalem and found Him a few 

days later, sitting in the temple and 
discussing the Word of God with 
the temple scholars. He was only 
12 years old! 

How did tHe harp seal Get its name? (frOm 
the Shape of the dark Marking on its Back)

does the Harp Seal live in the arctic or 
antarctica? (in the Arctic)

can Seals breathe underwater? (nO)

biBle connection

Do you know what this animal is called? This is a harp seal, named 
for the dark marking on its back. Some people think the dark mark 
looks like a harp, while others think it looks more like the shape of a 
saddle, which is why these seals are sometimes called saddleback 
seals. The harp seal is one of several species of seals that make 
their home in the freezing cold waters of the Arctic. Seals are 
part of a larger family of animals called pinnipeds, which includes 
animals such as sea lions and walruses, as well. When they’re on 
the ice, harp seals use their strong front fins to “walk,” or to push 
themselves forward. When they’re in the water, they use these fins 
to swim, twisting and turning as they chase down their next meal. 
Seals are excellent swimmers, spending most of their lives in the 
water. They are mammals, which means they breathe air, but 
harp seals can remain underwater for around 15 minutes before 

coming up to breathe! Adult harp seals typically grow to be about 
6 feet (1.8 m) long (take the time to show your child approximately how 
long this is). They eat small fish and krill. Polar bears, killer whales, and 
sharks are some of the predators of these seals. 

lesson
5
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What color is the fur of a neWborn 
harp seal? (white)

What are BaBy Harp Seals called? (pups)

does the Mother seal teach her BaBy 
hoW to Hunt? (nO)

let’s talk about it

This is a picture of a baby harp seal. What do you notice that is 
different about this baby harp seal when you compare it to the 
adult harp seal on the other page? While adult harp seals have 
grayish fur with a large, dark patch on their backs, their babies 
have pure white fur! A mother harp seal will give birth to one pup 
on pack ice, which is ice that floats on the sea. Because of their 
fur, harp seal pups are called whitecoats for the first two weeks of 
their lives, before their gray fur begins to grow in. A harp seal’s 
baby grows quickly while drinking its mother’s milk, storing up 
fat that will help keep it warm once it begins to swim in the icy 
waters below the pack ice. A mother harp seal stops nursing her 
baby once her baby weighs about 80 lbs (36 kg). After being 
weaned, the young seal might go about six weeks without any 
food before finally diving into the water and going off to hunt for 
its next meal. A harp seal will go through several different changes of 
fur coloration before it is full grown, at around four to five years of age. 
These seals are not the best divers in the pinniped family, but they are 
able to dive around 1,000 ft (305 m) below the surface of the ocean. 
That’s pretty deep! 

adorable Babies

WEEK 2

L e S s O n  6

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 Harp seals      John 2:1–12       long and short i       Money       sight Word—Why      My state/province, My country

biBle connection
(John 2:1–12)  You know that Jesus did many miracles while He walked on earth. He healed the sick and 
raised the dead. But do you know what His first miracle was? The first miracle of Jesus, as recorded in the 
book of John, took place at a wedding. Have you ever been to a party where the food and drinks ran out? 
Nobody ever wants to run out of food and drinks at a celebration! Jesus was invited to attend a wedding 
celebration, but at the party, the hosts ran out of wine, which was their traditional drink. Jesus’s mother told 
him that the hosts were out of wine. What did Jesus do next?

video
break!

Look up videos of 
baby harp seals to 
see them in action!

baBy harp seal

lesson 
6
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Beluga Whale

are Beluga whales mammalS or fish? 
(maMmals)

What are BaBy Beluga whales called? 
(calves)

What does blubBer do? (helpS keep beLuga 
whALes Warm)

WEEK 2

L e S s O n  7

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 Beluga WhaLes      John 2:1–12       the end Of a sentence       Malakais + Janiyahs       skiLls review       Beluga Whale Facts

biBle connection
(John 2:1–12) Jesus told some servants to fill six giant stone jars full 
to the brim with water, then He told the servants to draw some out 
of the jars, and bring it to the master of the feast for him to taste. 
The master of the feast tasted what was in his cup, and said that 
this wine was much better than the first wine that had been served 
earlier. Wait a minute! The servants filled the large jars with water. 
How is it that when they served a cup filled from those jars to the 
master of the feast, it was wine and not water? Jesus had done 
a miracle! He had changed the water into wine, and not any old 
wine, but a drink that was far tastier than what had been served 
earlier in the party.

Let’s learn about another aquatic mammal of the Arctic: the beluga 
whale. Can you say its name? Beluga whale. It’s a funny-sounding 
name for an amazing creature. These are much smaller than most 
whales that you might have heard about, with adults reaching 
a length of about 13 feet (about 4 m). (Take the time to show your 
child approximately how long this is.) These white-colored whales 
live in groups. Some groups are small, with just a couple of beluga 
whales, while other groups include hundreds of them. Mother 
beluga whales typically give birth to their calves in summertime, 
when the water is a little bit warmer. Calves aren’t born with the 
thick layer of blubber, or fat, that helps keep the adult beluga 
whale warm in the icy ocean. Being born in summertime helps 
give the baby time to gain more fat before winter comes and the 
water gets colder. The newborn calves are brownish or grayish 

in color at birth, but their skin gradually lightens until they become 
completely white when they are full grown, at about four to five years 
old. (Did you notice that’s exactly the opposite of the harp seal, that is 
born with white fur, but thats fur darkens as it grows older?)

Beluga whale + calF

lesson 
7
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The beluga whale might at first remind you a little bit of a dolphin. 
The curved bump above their head, and the fact that they don’t 
have dorsal fins (fins that stick up on top of their backs), are 
quick ways to tell them apart from dolphins! Beluga whales 
communicate with each other using all sorts of different sounds! 
They can moo, click, squeal, whistle, and chirp. Their nickname, 
the canary of the seas, comes from how talkative and musical 
these creatures are. They use these sounds to talk to other 
beluga whales, but they also use some of their sounds to help 
them hunt their prey. They make a sound, and then listen for the 
echo as the sound waves bounce off of fish or other prey in the 
area. This helps the beluga whale know exactly where to swim 
to find its lunch! These whales have teeth and are carnivorous, 
eating fish, shrimp, octopus, squid, and other small aquatic 
animals. Historically, these whales were often hunted for their meat, 
oil, and hides. Today beluga whales are protected from a great deal of 
commercial fishing, in order to help keep their population size healthy. 
Beluga whales, like many other ocean animals, are vulnerable to harm 
from pollution in the ocean. 

one noisy Whale!

let’s talk about it

 (John 2:1–12) Does it surprise you that Jesus’s first miracle was one in which He provided drinks that were needed at 
a party? In some ways, it might not seem like a very big, important thing for Him to do. If you don’t have enough 
drinks at a party, it’s sad, but it’s not the worst thing that could happen, right? This first miracle shows us that Jesus 

was not exactly the Savior anyone expected. He cared about people, even about their 
needs that might seem really small, like drinks at a party. The Bible tells us that this first 
miracle showed His glory, even though He didn’t walk around saying, “Aren’t you going 
to say thank you for the delicious wine I made?” Jesus was like no other person who ever 
lived. It’s exciting to learn more about His life on Earth!

What are Some of the sounds belUGa whales 
make? (cLicks, squeals, wHiStles, etc.)

What is a nickname for belUGa whaleS? 
(canaries of the seaS)

What do belUGa whales eat? (fisH, sHrimp, 
octopus, squid, etc.)

WEEK 2

L e S s O n  8

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 BelugA whaleS      John 2:1–12       Mini Book       greater than + leSs than       /ā/ sOund Or /ī/ sOund       Musical instruments

biBle connection

beluga Whale

video
break

Look up videos of beluga whale 
vocalizations, so that you and your child 

can hear the variety of noises these 
aquatic animals make!

lesson 
8
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  2  r e V i e W
WEEK 2

What an amazing week it’s been, learning about a couple of mammals with plenty of blubber to keep them warm in the 
icy waters of the Arctic. Both harp seals and beluga whales are pretty incredible creatures who are perfectly designed 
to survive in chilly temperatures. We began to read words with the long /ī/ sound in the middle, thanks to silent e at 
the end. We got to have fun using Spooner Bucks in our math pages this week, too. We even read about Jesus’s first 
miracle, turning water into wine. What an amazing week! What do you think we’ll get to learn about next?

 What is one interesting thing you learned about 
harp seals? What is one interesting thing you 
learned about beluga whales? 

 What is one important job that silent e does? 
(it changes a short vowel sound to a long vowel 
sound)

 If real stores would accept your Spooner Bucks, 
what would you use them to buy?

have an auction
Having a pretend auction is a great way for kids to 
start thinking about the value of money comparatively. 
Gather up some items to auction off, and include other 
family members so that you can have friendly bidding 
wars. You might want to have everyone in the family take 
turns auctioning off something, while the others bid. 
Remind your children that if they want to purchase an 
item, they must make a bid that’s higher than the most 
recent bid. For example, if they want to buy a pencil, but 
the most recent bid was 5 bits, they can bid 10 bits, but 
they can’t bid 3 bits because that is less money than the 
current standing bid. You can use Spooner Bucks or your 
own local currency, and give each bidder a set amount 
of currency to begin with. There are many learning 
opportunities woven into the auction experience!

Thank you, Jesus, for the 
life you lived here on Earth. 
Thank you for loving 
us and caring about us 
enough to lay down your 
own life. Amen.

week
2
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 ScIence: Polar clImate, antarctica, leopard Seals
This week your child will get a very basic introduction to 
some of the reasons for the icy climate near both poles 
(there are more complex reasons as well, which we don’t 
touch on in this unit, because the science concepts are too 
advanced for kindergarten and 1st grade). You’ll also read 
more about the continent of Antarctica and the leopard 
seals who live there.

 BiBle: jesUs Healed
You’ll read the story of Jesus healing a woman as well as 
the daughter of Jairus. Bible passages are included for your 
reference, but feel free to read this story in a storybook 
Bible for your child.

 language artS
Your child will read words featuring the /ō/ sound, as part 
of the o_e word pattern, featuring silent e at the end. The 
consonant blend br- is introduced this week, along with the 
sight words go, so, and no. Find sight word and consonant 
blend flashcards in the appendix of the student book and 
use these cards for review and for games. You’ll practice 
building awareness 
of the way sentences 
work by talking about 
what comes at the 
beginning and what 
comes at the end of 
sentences.

 MatH: receipts, Place value, countinG By 100s 
This week’s applied math concept introduces purchase 
receipts and how to find important price information on a 
receipt. Consider using the blank receipts in the appendix 
and the Spooner Bucks manipulatives to invite your child to 
play pretend shopping! This week’s big new concept is the 
introduction of Place Value Shapes to help your child begin 
to understand place value to the 100s’ place. 

 art: drawinG
Your child is invited to imagine that they are about to 
embark on a journey to Antarctica. After dictating some of 
ideas about what they’d like to pack and what to do during 
the trip; your child can illustrate their planned journey to 
Antarctica.

 Social Studies: My continent + My Planet
This week, your child continues a three-week project of 
making a booklet that shows where they live in the wider 
world. Complete these two pages for the booklet this 
week: My Continent + My Planet. Find continent images in 
the appendix and cut out the one where you live. Use this 
activity as an opportunity to talk with your child about what 
makes your continent, and Earth itself, unique and special. 
When you have completed these two pages, your project is 
complete, and you can bind all six pages together using a 
stapler or a hole punch and yarn.

Compassion
In the Gospels, Jesus has compassion on the people 
that He teaches and those He heals. When you 
have compassion, it means that when you see 
someone else suffering, your heart hurts for them 
and you want to do something to help them. Can 
you tell me about a time when you felt compassion 
for someone else? When we feel compassion for 
others who are having a hard time, it means that we 
don’t think, “Oh, that’s their problem, it doesn’t have 
anything to do with me.” Instead, we think, “How 
can I help?” What are some real-life ways that you 
can help people who are suffering?

character buildinG

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  3  s n a p s h o t

langUage
artsrUle: o_e words

SiGht wordS: go, so, no
consonant Blend: br-

WEEK 3 week 
3
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Why are tHe PoleS so cold?

WEEK 3

L e S s O n  9

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4
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let’s talk about it

(Matthew 9:18–26, Luke 8:40–56) When Jesus walked the earth, 
many people noticed something pretty amazing about Him: He 
was able to heal people! One day, a man named Jairus came to 
Jesus and begged Him to heal His young daughter. Jairus was an 
important man, a leader in the synagogue (the synagogue was 
the place where the Hebrews would read God’s Word and talk 
about it). Jairus’s daughter was only about 12 years old, but she 
was very, very ill. Jesus followed Jairus toward his home, but all 
along the way, He was surrounded by crowds who were eager to 
meet this man that everyone was talking about!

do you live In a tropical, temperate, or 
polar region oF tHe world?

When does the arctic not get mUch 
sunlight? (during itS winter)

What would you pack iF you were viSitinG 
polar regionS?

biBle connection

You know that the coldest regions around the top and bottom of the globe are called polar regions, but why are they 
so cold? What’s the difference between the hot and humid tropical regions near the equator; the temperate regions that 

experience summer, fall, winter, and spring; and icy polar regions? Tropical regions 
have warm, summery weather all year round, because the amount of 

direct sunlight in this part of the globe stays pretty much the same 
from January to December. You better pack your sunglasses if 

you’re visiting the equator! Polar regions, on the other hand, get 
much less direct sunlight. This means that polar regions receive 
less heat energy from the sun’s rays, and that’s why the climate 
stays chilly! Our globe is tilted on its axis, which means that 
our planet is slanted as it orbits the sun. During the parts of 
the year that form their winters, the North and South poles 
are tilted away from the sun, getting almost no sunlight at 
all! During the parts of the year that form the Arctic and 
Antarctic summers, these regions get almost constant 
sunlight because they are tilted toward the sun. However, 

even with this summer sunlight, these regions stay fairly chilly. 
The white snow and ice tend to reflect the sun’s rays instead 

of absorbing them the way darker colors do. This contributes to 
lower temperatures, as well. Don’t head to polar regions without 

packing lots of cold weather gear! It’s no wonder that each animal we 
learn about is well-designed to survive in freezing cold weather!

eartH axis

equator

tropical region

arctic region
teMperate regions

arctic region

teMperate regions

lesson 
9
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WhIcH is colder, tHe arctic or 
antarctica? (AntarcticA)

does antarctIca have any plantS? (yes)

are there many countries on tHe 
continent oF antarctica? (nO, tHere Are 
none)

let’s talk about it

Antarctica is a continent found all the way at the bottom of Earth, 
and it’s even colder than the Arctic north! Do you know the name 
of the continent you live on? Unlike all the other continents of the 
world, there are no countries in Antarctica. There are no states or 
cities where people spend their entire lives. Some people do live 
in Antarctica for short periods of time. Most of these people are 
scientists, living on scientific bases and studying so that people 
can learn more about this frozen continent. Although there aren’t 
many people who live there, there are a few varieties of animals 
who thrive in the snowy, icy climate of Antarctica. Almost the 
entire continent is covered by a thick ice sheet, a layer of ice 
that averages 1.3 miles (2.16 km) in thickness. That means that 
when a scientist (or a penguin!) is standing on the surface of 
the ice sheet in Antarctica, they might be separated from the 
rocky ground of the continent by 1.3 miles (2.16 km) of ice! What might 
surprise you is that besides the animals who call Antarctica home, there 
are also a few types of plants that are tough enough to survive on this 
dry, windy, chilly continent! Many people visit Antarctica as tourists. 
They book special trips in order to see the amazing animals that call 
this continent home.

antarctica

WEEK 3
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biBle connection
 (Matthew 9:18–26, Luke 8:40–56)  In the crowd that surrounded Jesus was a woman who had been ill for 
12 years. No doctor had been able to help her, but she was sure that if she could just touch the clothes 
Jesus was wearing that she would finally be healthy again. How could she be sure of this? She had faith. 
She knew that there was something special about Jesus, that He wasn’t like anyone else. Unlike Jairus, the 
important man who had walked up to Jesus and asked for His help, this woman perhaps felt like she wasn’t 
important enough to talk to Jesus and take up His time. She just wanted to be healed.

optional
extension

Look up pictures of Antarctic hair 
grass and Antarctic pearlwort to see 
the two native vascular plants that 
grow in some parts of Antarctica.

walking in antarctica

lesson 
10
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leopard Seals

Where do leopard seals live? (in  
AntarcticA)

do leopard seals live In large groups? 
(nO)

WhIcH parent teacheS leoPard Seal Pups 
hoW to Hunt? (the motHer)

WEEK 3
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biBle connection
(Matthew 9:18–26, Luke 8:40–56)  As soon as the woman touched 
Jesus’s clothes, she was healed. She knew it, and so did Jesus. He 
felt the healing power go out from Him, and He asked, “Who 
touched me?” His disciple Peter thought that was a pretty strange 
question. Jesus was surrounded by a huge crowd of people who 
were bumping into him all the time. Why did He ask, “Who 
touched me?” Finally, the woman came forward and knelt in front 
of Jesus, and she told Him why she had touched Him. He told her 
that she had been healed because of her faith.

One of the few types of mammals that makes its home in Antarctica 
is the leopard seal. They are much bigger than the harp seals of the 
Arctic you’ve already learned about. Female leopard seals can grow 
to be more than 10 ft (3 m) long! (Take the time to show your child 
about how long this is.) Leopard seals aren’t very friendly. They don’t 
get along well with other animals, even with others of their own 
kind, so they are typically found living alone. They spend most of 
their time swimming quickly through the chilly waters of the ocean 
around Antarctica, hunting for their next meal. When a leopard 
seal is ready for a break from swimming, it climbs onto a piece of 
floating ice, called an ice floe, and takes a nap. A mother leopard 
seal gives birth to babies, called pups, who drink their mother’s 
milk until they are old enough to hunt. She teaches her pups how 
to hunt for prey in the water, and takes care of her pups until 

they are able to live on their own. Like many other animals who live in 
polar regions, the body of a leopard seal is insulated by a thick layer of 
blubber that helps it stay warm.

resting on an ice floe

lesson 
11
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Can you see the black spots on the leopard seal’s coat? These 
spots are how this animal got its name! The leopard is a spotted 
cat that stalks its prey in Africa, far from the homeland of this seal. 
Like the cat, the leopard seal is a fierce hunter. Leopard seals eat 
fish, squid, and shellfish like harp seals and other seals, but what’s 
unusual is that they also hunt and eat larger prey! Leopard seals 
use their long, sharp teeth to eat smaller seals as well as penguins. 
They are both strong and fast, and have even been known to 
break through a layer of ice from below in order to capture their 
unsuspecting prey. Because leopard seals are so big and so fierce, 
they only have one natural predator, the killer whale. They have a 
long lifespan, living about 26 years in the wild. Scientists haven’t 
been able to study leopard seals as closely as they have studied 
other animals, both because of the harsh, cold environment 
where they live, as well as their fierce and aggressive nature. Leopard 
seals are usually silent animals when on land, but it’s known that they 
vocalize, or make a variety of different sounds, underwater. 

a spotted coat

let’s talk about it

(Matthew 9:18–26, Luke 8:40–56) Jesus was still on the way to Jairus’s house when someone came to deliver a 
terrible message to Jairus. “Your daughter is dead,” he said. “Don’t bother the teacher anymore.” Jesus told Jairus 
not to be afraid, but to believe that his daughter would be healed. How hard that must have seemed after just 

receiving the worst possible news! Jesus went to the little girl, took her by the hand, 
and told her to get up. She did! Jesus completely healed her. He cared about the life 
of this young girl, and the woman He had healed along the way. People had already 
begun to realize that Jesus truly cared for the sick, for people who needed help. He had 
compassion on their suffering and He helped them.

Why Was tHe leopard seal named aFter the 
leopard? (both haVe bLAck spots)

What are Some of the aniMals that leopard 
seals eat? (fisH, squid, krilL, penguins)

What is tHe leopard seal’s only Predator? 
(the kiLler wHale)

WEEK 3
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biBle connection

leopard seal

lesson 
12
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  3  r e V i e W
WEEK 3

This week we learned a little bit about why polar regions are so chilly and we also learned about how Antarctica is 
pretty different from the continent we live on! We read about leopard seals, the fierce, playful hunters of the Antarctic 
seas! We began to read words with the long /ō/ sound in the middle, thanks to silent e at the end. We began using 
Place Value Shapes to help us understand place value a little better. We also got to read about how Jesus healed a 
woman and a little girl. What an amazing week! What do you think we’ll get to learn about next?

 What is the most interesting thing you 
remember learning about leopard seals or 
about Antarctica this week?

 Can you think of one word with a long /ō/ 
sound in the middle?

 Which number is greater, 902 or 209? Why?

Guess the word
Using flashcards for silent e words and sight words you’ve 
covered so far. Take turns with your child drawing one 
card and giving clues to the other person to help them 
to guess the word on the card. If your child needs help 
coming up with ideas for clues, you can suggest giving 
clues related to the meaning of the word. Alternatively, 
clues could be, “It’s a word that rhymes with . . .” or “This 
word begins with the same letter as . . .” if your child is 
struggling to give clues related to the meaning of the 
word. Have fun challenging each other to guess the 
word!Thank you, Jesus, for loving 

and caring for us. Thank 
you for helping us when 
we are going through hard 
times. Amen.

week
3
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 ScIence: penguins
It’s penguin week! This week you’ll learn about four 
different species of penguins who live in Antarctica or the 
surrounding region. Find out what characteristics penguins 
have in common and what differences exist between 
species. Your child will complete an activity about the 
emperor penguin’s life cycle.

 BiBle: jesUs feedS the 5,000
This week you’ll read the story of Jesus feeding the 5,000. 
In the context of this passage, Jesus had just received the 
news of John the Baptist’s execution and had gone away to 
be alone. Thousands of people followed Him, but instead 
of telling them, “I need to be alone right now,” Jesus met 
their needs, teaching them and healing them, and then fed 
them with miraculous abundance.

 language artS
Your child will read words featuring the /ū/ sound, as 
part of the u_e word pattern, featuring silent e at the end. 
The consonant blend pr- is introduced this week, along 
with the sight word are. Find sight word and consonant 
blend flashcards in the appendix of the student book and 
use these cards for review and for games. You’ll practice 
building awareness of the way sentences work by talking 
about what comes at the beginning and what comes at the 
end of sentences.

 MatH: time, 3-digit numberS, solve for tHe unKnown 
This week you child reviews reading analog and digital 
clocks to the hour. They will have the opportunity to practice 
building and reading 3-digit numbers, and they will begin to 
solve for the unknown quantity in story problems. 

 art: draw a Penguin
Your child will have the opportunity to follow step-by-step 
instructions to draw a penguin.

 critical thinking skillS: factS vs. opInions
Your child will learn the definitions of and the difference 
between facts and opinions, and they will get to sort 
statements by whether they are facts or opinions.

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  4  s n a p s h o t

langUage
arts rUle: u_e words

SiGht word: are
consonant Blend: pr-

Sometimes, mid-school year, the idea of doing 
school can begin to become less exciting than it 
was at the beginning of the year when all the books 
and routines were fresh and new. No matter how 
well you plan, and how exciting your topic, there 
will be seasons when your child is not as excited 
about learning. Consider ahead of time how you 
will respond to those seasons in a way that fits your 
own family dynamic, your children’s need, and your 
educational goals. Some families choose to take 
a break during those times, and others use the 
opportunity to have conversations with their child 
about how doing things that you may not be very 
excited about is a natural part of life. Be prepared in 
your own heart for how you will respond to seasons 
of less excitement and interest, so that such seasons 
do not catch you off guard.

lifestyle of learninG

WEEK 4 week 
4
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emperor Penguin

WEEK 4

L e S s O n  1 3
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let’s talk about it (Matthew 14:13–21)  Some animals like to live alone, while 
others, like emperor penguins, live together in big groups. 
Sometimes Jesus tried to spend some time alone, away from 
the large crowds that followed Him. In this passage, Jesus 
took a boat to a desolate place, a place far from the towns and 
cities of Israel. But was He left alone there? No! Thousands 
of people found out where He was going and followed Him 

there. What would Jesus do when 
He found out that these crowds of 
people had come to be healed by 
Him and to listen to Him?

Where do emperor pengUInS live? 
(AntarcticA)

can emperor pengUInS Fly? (nO)

does the Mother or the father incuBate 
the eGg? (the fatHer)

biBle connection

Polar bears never eat penguins. Do you know why? It’s because there are no penguins 
in the Arctic, where polar bears live! There are several species of penguins that live in 
Antarctica. The first that we’ll read about is the emperor penguin, the largest of all 
penguin species. On average, an adult emperor penguin is about 45 inches (1.14 m) 

tall. (Take the time to show your child approximately how tall this is.) Emperor penguins 
have black backs and white bellies, but they also have golden-yellow markings 
around their head and neck. Emperor penguins are birds, but they don’t fly! 

Instead, they dive swiftly through the icy waters surrounding Antarctica, in 
search of food to eat. They eat krill, fish, and squid. They are able to stay 

underwater more than 20 minutes before coming up to take a breath of air! 
A mother emperor penguin will lay one egg, and then leave to go hunting 

for food. This egg is incubated, or kept warm, by the father penguin until 
the chick hatches. He keeps the egg balanced on top of his feet and covers 
it with a layer of skin called a brood pouch. That’s how he keeps his egg 
warm in the brutal cold of Antarctica. The mother emperor penguin 
returns from her trip around the time her chick hatches, and then she 

keeps her newly-hatched chick safe and warm until the chick is big enough 
to begin exploring on its own.

lesson 
13
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What do adélie penguins eat? (fisH, squid, 
and krill)

How Many eggs does the mother penguin 
lay at once? (twO)

WhIcH is Bigger, tHe emPeror or adélie 
pengUIn? (emperor penguin)

let’s talk about it

This is an Adélie penguin.  These penguins are shorter than their cousins, the 
emperor penguins, standing only about 29 inches (73 cm) tall. (Take the time to 
demonstrate to your child approximately how tall this is.) An Adélie penguin has a 
black head and back, with a white belly, and a ring of white feathers around 
each eye. Like the emperor penguin, they feed mainly on krill, fish, and squid. 
Their nesting habits are somewhat different, however. The male Adélie 
penguin will build a nest of small stones before the mother bird lays two 
eggs in the nest. Both parents take turns incubating their eggs, and 
after the chicks hatch, the parents continue to work together to care 
for their babies—taking turns feeding and guarding the chicks. 
Once the young penguins get a little bit older, they will join a 
group of others around their same age for protection from cold 
and from predators. Predators of the Adélie penguin include 
large birds like skuas, as well as leopard seals and killer whales. 
You might wonder how this adorable penguin got its unusual 
name: Adélie. A French explorer of Antarctic regions, Jules 
Dumont d’Urville, decided to name these birds after his wife, 
whose name was Adéle. If you discovered a new penguin species, 
what would you want to name them? 

adélie Penguins

WEEK 4
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biBle connection
(Matthew 14:13–21)  When Jesus saw the crowds of 
people who had followed Him to the lonely place, He 
felt compassion for them. He didn’t say, “I came here to 
be alone, so can you please, please leave me alone?” 
Instead, He healed their sick and took care of their needs. 
Just before this story began, Jesus had gotten some really 
bad news—John the Baptist had been killed. Even though 
He was saddened because of this news, Jesus saw that 
thousands of people needed Him and He helped them.

lesson 
14
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chInStrap Penguins

can chinstrap PenGuins live on iceBerGS? 
(yes)

What material do chinstrap pengUins 
use to Build nestS witH? (smALl stones)

What do cHinstrap penguins eat? (kriLl)

WEEK 4
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biBle connection
(Matthew 14:13–21)  When evening came, the disciples told Jesus 
to send the people away to go and buy food for their evening 
meals. Jesus gave his disciples a surprising answer: “You give them 
something to eat.” The disciples were shocked. The only food 
they had available were five loaves of bread and two fish. That’s 
not nearly enough to feed thousands of people! But Jesus seemed 
to think that it was. He took the food, prayed over it, and then 
started breaking the bread and having his disciples hand out food 
to all the hungry people.

Can you guess how the chinstrap penguin got its name? If you 
look closely, you’ll see the thin black line of feathers that goes 
around the penguin’s “chin.” If you use your imagination, it looks 
a little bit like the strap that holds your bike helmet on your head 
when you ride your bike. This chinstrap makes it easy to tell this 
penguin apart from others. Chinstrap penguins live in colonies 
that can include more than one million birds! Like Adélie penguins, 
chinstrap penguins build nests out of stones, and the mother and 
father birds take turns incubating their eggs. Many chinstrap 
penguins don’t actually live on the continent of Antarctica, but 
on small islands or even on icebergs in the icy waters near the 
continent. They are known to be bold and can get into fights with 
other penguins. They eat mainly krill. What are these krill that 
penguins like to munch on? Krill are small crustaceans that look 

a little bit like shrimp. They average about 2 inches (5 cm) in length 
(demonstrate to your child approximately how long this is). You’ve already 
noticed that penguins seem to really enjoy eating krill for breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner, so it might not surprise you that krill play a very 
important role in the food chains of the ocean—even providing food 
for mighty whales!

chinstrap pengUin

lesson 
15
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This species of penguin is known as a gentoo penguin. These 
birds actually don’t really like to live on the ice, they prefer rocky 
areas. Some make their home in Antarctica, but most prefer to 
build their nests on the islands that pepper some parts of the 
globe’s southernmost ocean waters. Have you ever wondered 
why just about all species of penguins have white bellies and 
black backs? Sure, they look adorable with their feather tuxedos 
on, but there’s actually a very good reason for this coloring! The 
color of their feathers helps protect penguins when they are in the 
water. Gentoo penguins, along with other species of penguin, 
swim and dive into the ocean in order to find food. But many of 
their predators live in the ocean, as well. The white belly of the 
penguin helps the penguin to blend into the brightness of the sky 
for any predator below them in the ocean, looking up. On the 
other hand, the black back of the penguin helps the bird to blend into 
the darkness of the ocean floor for any predator who is above them, 
looking down. Their feathers are also oily, and very tightly packed (up 
to 70 feathers cover each square inch of their bodies!). This keeps 
them warm and dry even as they swim among the chilly waters of the 
south. Isn’t it pretty amazing how God designed a penguin’s feathers 
perfectly for how and where they live?

gentoo Penguins

let’s talk about it

 (Matthew 14:13–21) With only five loaves and two fish, you would expect that the food would have run out quickly—
but it didn’t! Although there were about 5,000 men present that day, plus women and children, there was so much 
food that everyone ate until they had enough, and there were still 12 baskets of leftovers! Jesus provided even more 

food than what was needed. Even though Jesus was grieving the death of John the 
Baptist, He took care of those around Him. Jesus was full of surprises! Not only was He 
able to heal, but He was able to make a tiny lunch into a gigantic meal, too!

do all Gentoo PenGuins live in antarctica? 
(nO)

Why are a penguin’s feathers so oIly and 
tightly packed? (this helpS keep tHe penguin 
warm and dry)

are PenGuins black and wHite just BecauSe 
they look cute that way? (nO, tHeir colors 
help them avOid being spotted by predAtors)

WEEK 4
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biBle connection

Gentoo PenGuin

lesson 
16
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  4  r e V i e W
WEEK 4

We spent this whole week learning about penguins! We read about emperor, Adélie, chinstrap, and gentoo penguins 
who make their home in and around Antarctica. We began to read words with the long /ū/ sound in the middle, thanks 
to silent e at the end. We built and read three-digit numbers, using our Place Value Shapes to help us! We read about 
the time Jesus miraculously fed more than 5,000 people with only five loaves of bread and two fish. It’s so much fun to 
learn new things every week. 

 What is one interesting thing you learned about 
penguins this week?

 Can you think of one word with a long /ū/ 
sound in the middle?

 Which number is greater, 640 or 406? Why?

Counting By 1s, 10s, + 100s

Go on a scavenger hunt in and around your home, and 
decide which things would best be counted by 1s, 10s, or 
by 100s. Explain to your child that when you try to count 
large numbers of things, sometimes it’s easier to put them 
into groups, and then count the groups. For example, you 
might  use 10s to count the books on your bookshelf, and 
you might use 100s to count the building bricks in your 
child’s toy brick collection. You might use 1s to count the 
number of trees in your yard, but you might need to use 
100s if you wanted to count the pebbles in your garden.

Thank you, Jesus, for 
meeting all our needs. Help 
us to love those around us 
every day, Amen.

week
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 ScIence: cariBoU, MUsk oxen
Read about two mammals of the Arctic tundra this week. 
You’ll learn fascinating information about both caribou 
and musk oxen, two large herbivores who are perfectly 
designed to thrive in their unfriendly homeland.

 BiBle: jesUs WalkS on Water
This week you’ll read about the event recorded immediately 
after the feeding of the 5,000 in the Gospel of Matthew. 
Jesus finally was able to spend time alone in prayer, and 
afterward, walked on the surface of the stormy sea. The 
Bible passage is included for your reference. If you prefer, 
you can read the story in a storybook Bible to your child.

 language artS
This week you’ll introduce the soft sounds of c and g. These 
sounds are used together with silent e in words like ice and 
age. This week’s sight word is a word that doesn’t follow the 
usual pattern with silent e words: come. Your child will also 
have an opportunity to write fact and opinion sentences.

 MatH: countinG By 5s, solve for tHe unKnown 
Your child will identify sets of items that naturally come in 5s, 
before learning to skip count by 5s. They will practice more 
with solving for the unknown in story problems. Previously 
introduced concepts, like 3D shapes, place value to three 
digits, and currency will continue to be reviewed.

 art: Picture Study
This picture study is an opportunity to look closely at 
Claude Monet’s Locomotive in the Snow. Your child is invited 
to identify what they see in the painting and respond to it. 
Extend this activity by allowing your child to recreate their 
own version of the painting.

 Social Studies: natural vS. Man-Made
Your child will practice distinguishing between natural 
resources and man-made tools. Feel free to extend this topic 
through conversation, if you’d like, about how people can use 
natural resources to make the things we need.

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  5  s n a p s h o t

langUage
arts rUle: soft c + g sounds

SiGht word: come

Here are two life skills to practice this week. One 
is a hands-on skill, and the other is a memory 
topic. If you child already knows these well, feel 
free to skip these. If these are more challenging 
for your child, feel free to spend more than a 
week practicing the skills!

Learn to help wash the family vehicle, using 
correct supplies and techniques.

Choose a poem to memorize and recite for 
family and friends.

life skills

WEEK 5 week 
5
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cariBoU

WEEK 5

L e S s O n  1 7

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 caribOu      MattHew 14:22–33       silent e After c + g       OpiniOnS + fActs       What comes in 5s?       natural VS. Man-Made

let’s talk about it
(Matthew 14:22–33)  Caribou tend to stick together in 
big herds, but after spending all day healing and feeding 
thousands of people, Jesus still wanted to spend time alone. 
He sent the crowds away, and sent the disciples away in the 
boat. He told His disciples to return to the other side of the sea 
ahead of Him. After taking care of the needs of thousands of 
people, Jesus wanted to spend time alone, praying. He talked 
to His Father, God, while He was alone. When do you pray? 
Do you talk to God more when you are alone or more when 
you are with other people? We can pray when we are in a big 
group of people, but we can also pray when we are alone.

are carIbou and reindeer two diFFerent 
species oF deer? (nO, tHey are the Same 
species)

Where do carIbou spend tHe suMmer? (the 
tundra)

What are BaBy carIbou called? (calves)

biBle connection

Did you know that caribou and reindeer are two different names for the same animal? 
This member of the deer family is called a caribou when it roams the Arctic tundra and 
northern forests of North America. The same animal is called a reindeer when found in the 
northernmost regions of Europe and Asia. The tundra where caribou graze in summertime 

is a vast area of land where trees can’t grow, because it’s too cold. The cold, rocky ground 
of the tundra is covered with grasses, mosses, and small shrubs that provide food for 

caribou. Mother caribou give birth to their babies, called calves, while they are in their 
summertime home. As the weather begins to turn colder, caribou begin to migrate 

south, into the forested regions that surround the tundra. During the winter 
season, caribou survive on lichens. They’re able to find food by digging into 

the snow with their sharp hooves. Caribou are very hairy animals. Their 
thick coats of fur help them stay warm in the frigid climate that makes up 
their homeland, but they also have fur on their hooves, which helps keep 
them from slipping as they walk on ice and snow. Even their nostrils are 
covered in hair, which helps to warm up the cold air that they breathe!

optional
extension

 Look up pictures or videos of the 
Arctic tundra during summertime 

to help your child picture a caribou’s 
summer habitat.

lesson 
17
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In many species of deer, only male deer grow antlers, but both 
male and female caribou grow antlers! A male’s antlers can grow 
much larger than a female’s. Caribou antlers are different from 
the horns that grow on cows, goats, or sheep. Each year, caribou 
lose their antlers, and begin growing a new set. Each new pair of 
antlers grows a little bit larger than the pair that the caribou lost 
the year before. In male caribou, their antlers can grow to be 54 
inches (1.4 m) long! (Take the time to show your child about how 
long that is.) Calves are more vulnerable to predators because 
of their smaller size, but even adult caribou face predators like 
wolves during their winters in the forest. Their fur coat changes 
color with the seasons; it becomed whiter during winter, which 
may help them blend into the snow in the forest! This species 
is the only species of deer that has been widely domesticated. 
People groups in Scandinavia, Russia, China, and other countries 
have domesticated reindeer and used them as pack animals; they also 
used their meat, milk, and hides. People have even carved figurines 
and tools from the shed antlers of their reindeer, too!

cariBoU

let’s talk about it

(Matthew 14:22–33) Jesus was finally able to get the time alone that He had needed and wanted. The Bible doesn’t 
tell us what He prayed about during that time He spent talking with God, but it does tell us what the disciples were 
doing! They were being tossed about as they tried to cross the sea in a little boat. Sometimes seas are calm, but this 

night, the wind was against them, and the waves slammed into the sides of their boat. It 
doesn’t sound like a peaceful, enjoyable way to cross the sea. 

do only male caribou have antlers? (nO, 
feMales also have antLerS)

can yoU name one predator oF cariBou? 
(wolves)

Why Have People domestIcated reindeer? (for 
meat, miLk, hides, etc.)

WEEK 5

L e S s O n  1 8

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 caribOu      MattHew 14:22–33       silent e scavenger Hunt       counting By 5s       cariBou fActs       sight word: coMe

biBle connection

cariBou

lesson 
18
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MUsk ox

What are BaBy Musk oxen called? (calves)

do musk oxen uSually lIve alone? (nO, 
they liVe in herds)

are Musk oxen Herbivores or carnIvores? 
(herbivoreS)

WEEK 5

L e S s O n  1 9

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 MuSk Ox      MattHew 14:22–33       Hard + soft c + g sounds       skip counting By 5s       story problems      picture study

biBle connection
(Matthew 14:22–33)  As the disciples battled with the waves, 
suddenly they saw Jesus walking towards them. What was even 
more surprising was that He was walking on top of the surface 
of the water! To the disciples, it seemed scary! It was like nothing 
they had ever seen before! They shouted with fear, and Jesus 
called to them, “Take heart; it is I! Do not be afraid.” Do you think 

they recognized Him and believed Him? 
Have you ever been scared before? 

This is another large mammal of the Arctic tundra: the musk ox. 
These animals look similar to bison, but are much smaller. Their 
name comes from their “musky” smell, which isn’t a very pleasant 
smell! Both male and female musk oxen have horns, but a male’s 
horns are larger and longer. A mother musk ox gives birth to one 
baby, called a calf. The calves of musk oxen are able to walk within 
hours after being born, but still rely on their mothers, drinking their 
mother’s milk until they get bigger and stronger. These animals 
live and travel in herds. A couple dozen animals will live together 
and work together, always trying to protect the herd. When they 
are threatened by predators like wolves, musk oxen will form a 
circle, moving all the young calves to the middle of the circle 
for protection. Each musk ox will face outwards from the circle, 
brandishing its horns at any would-be predator. The musk ox 

can be a dangerous animal when it charges at a predator in order to 
protect itself and its herd. These large animals are herbivores, eating 
roots, mosses, and lichens. In the Arctic summer, they eat any grasses 
or flowers that are able to grow in the cool, dry climate of the tundra.

MUsk ox with calF

lesson 
19
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What do you notice when you look at this picture of a musk ox? 
You probably notice its long, shaggy coat of fur that reaches down 
nearly to its feet! This shaggy fur, plus the undercoat of shorter 
fur or wool beneath it, helps keep musk oxen warm in the frigid 
climate where they make their home. People have used their short, 
fuzzy layer of underfur to spin into yarn, which they weave into 
fabric. Unlike caribou, musk oxen don’t migrate in order to spend 
the Arctic winters in the comparative warmth of the northern 
forests. Instead, they rely on their thick fur and the fat reserves 
they built up during the summer season, to live through the 
harsh Arctic winter. They are able to use their sharp hooves to 
dig through snow in order to find food. Because these animals 
have historically been hunted for their hides and for their meat, 
in some parts of the Arctic, musk oxen were nearly hunted to 
extinction. People have since put laws into place to help protect musk 
oxen populations. Today scientists continue to study these animals to 
learn more about how they survive in their Arctic homeland. 

a Shaggy fUr coat

let’s talk about it

(Matthew 14:22–33) When Peter heard Jesus tell them not to be afraid, he decided to do something that must have 
taken courage. He asked Jesus to command him to come across to Him on the water. Jesus said, “Come.” Peter got 
out of the boat, and, for a moment, he was walking on the water, too! But then he noticed the stormy weather still 
raging about him, and began to feel afraid. It was a crazy thing he was doing, walking on water! Peter began to 
lose his faith, and began to sink! Jesus grabbed him to keep Peter from sinking, and asked why he doubted. Both 
Peter and Jesus got into the boat and the wind stopped. All the disciples in the boat began to worship Jesus. What a 
surprise that must have been, to suddenly see Jesus walking on the water that stormy night!

What do people use the musk ox’s Wooly 
undercoat For? (making cLotH)

do musk oxen migrate south In the Winter? 
(nO)

What body part do musk oxen uSe when 
digging in snow to FInd Food? (their hOoVes)

WEEK 5
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 Musk ox      MattHew 14:22–33       skilLs review       Mini Book       sight word review       MattHew 14:33

biBle connection

muSk ox

lesson 
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  5  r e V i e W
WEEK 5

We learned about caribou and musk oxen this week, two kinds of mammals who are at home in the Arctic tundra. We 
learned about the soft sounds that g and c can make. We began counting by 5s, and figured out how to solve tricky 
story problems. We also got to read about the time when Jesus walked on water. The disciples, weathering a bad 
storm in a little boat, couldn’t have been more shocked when they spotted Jesus walking across the water. They were 
constantly learning more about this Jesus, who they realized was the Son of God. We, too, have the opportunity to 
learn more about our Savior each day!

 What is one interesting thing you learned about 
caribou this week? What is one interesting 
thing you learned about musk oxen this week?

 The letters c and g usually make their soft 
sounds /s/ and /j/ when they come in front of 
which letters? (e, i, and y)

 Can you count by 5s to 100?

Guess the number
Write two or three three-digit numbers on a piece of 
paper. Tell your child, “I am thinking of one of these 
numbers. Ask me questions to guess which number it is.” 
You are only able to answer their questions with “yes” or 
“no.” Suggest that they ask place-value questions, along 
the lines of, “Does the number have a 7 in the hundreds’ 
place?” or “Does the number have a 0 in the tens’ 
place?”

Play a few rounds with your child using new three-digit 
numbers each time. Take turns! Your child can be the 
guesser in the first round, and in the next round, switch 
roles!

Thank you, Jesus, for being 
our Savior. Thank you for 
giving us the Bible so that 
we can learn more about 
you. Amen.

week
5
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 ScIence: narwHal, orca
You’ll read about two mammals of the ocean this week. 
Orcas are unusual among the animals studied in this unit, 
as they are found in all of the world’s oceans, not only 
near the Arctic or Antarctica. As top-of-the-food-chain 
predators in both polar regions, they are an important 
animal to learn about! In the student book, this week’s 
science page invites your child to identify and label the 
main body parts of a narwhal.

 BiBle: jesUs SpeaKs about tHe PhariseeS
The Scripture passage is included for your own reference. 
This passage of Scripture can be tough for a young child 
to understand, so you can opt to read stories of Jesus’s 
interactions with Pharisees as told in a storybook Bible. 
The main idea to communicate this week is that the way 
Jesus spoke to and about the Pharisees and religious 
leaders of His day came as a surprise. Surely the religious 
leaders thought that when the Messiah, the Son of God, 
came, He would love how hard they worked to make sure 
everyone followed the Law! The Pharisees likely assumed 
that the promised Savior would think that they were the 
very best among God’s people. But . . . Jesus didn’t actually 
pat them on the back and tell them that they had the right 
priorities. Instead, He told them bluntly that they seemed 
to have missed the whole point. Jesus told them that they’d 
neglected justice, mercy, and faithfulness.

 language artS
This week you’ll introduce the -ay sound. Your child will 
begin learning all the days of the week as sight words. 
These are longer words and can be tricky. Be patient as 
your child learns them. Point out that the ending of each 
day is the same. Your child will also practice finishing 

sentences and 
will learn a little 
more about 
capitalization.

 MatH: readIng clocks 
Your child continues to practice previously introduced 
concepts, including addition and subtraction, counting by 
5s and 10s, and solving for the unknown. This week your 
child is introduced to reading the minute hand on a clock. 
They will learn to count by 5s around the face of the clock 
to discover how many minutes past the hour it is. Give your 
child lots of opportunities to read clocks in everyday life, and 
celebrate their successes as they master this skill.

 art: orca art
Your child has an opportunity to create their own 
underwater scene, complete with the eye-catching orca. 
Supplies needed for this activity are the following: black 
paint, several shades of blue paint, a paintbrush, scissors, 
glue, and a piece of paper.

 Social Studies: redUce, reUse, recycle
This week you’ll get to talk with your child about some 
practical, everyday ways that each person can help take 
better care of the earth. Feel free to extend this conversation 
and explore ways that your family can help make your local 
community a cleaner place for people, animals, and plants, 
too!

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  6  s n a p s h o t

langUage
arts rUle: -ay words

SiGht wordS: days of the week
consonant blend: -spr

Faithfulness
Do you know what it means to be faithful? Have you ever 
known someone who acted like your friend one day, but 
then on another day, would pretend like he didn’t even 
know you? Or, worse, acted like your friend sometimes, but 
then other times, said mean things about you and acted 
like an enemy? That’s not a faithful person. Someone who 
is faithful is someone that you can count on. They won’t 
change all the time, going back and forth from one day to 
the next. God wants us to follow Him faithfully. He doesn’t 
want us to say we love Him one day, and then decide we 
don’t care what His Word says the next day. God doesn’t 
change. His Word is just as true today as it was when it was 
written long, long ago. Do you think that you are a faithful 
friend and a faithful follower of God?

character bUIldinG

WEEK 6 week 
6
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narwHal

do all narwhalS have one long tUsK? 
(nO, a few Males have two, mAny femaLes 
haVe none)

What do narwhals eat? (fisH, sHrimp, and 
squid)

do narwhals live near the arctic or 
antarctica? (the Arctic)

WEEK 6

L e S s O n  2 1

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 narwHal      MattHew 23:1–36       the -Ay sound       count by 5s + 10s       complete the sentences       reduce, reuse, recycLe

biBle connection
(Matthew 23:1–36)  Were you surprised when you learned that the narwhal is nicknamed the unicorn of the sea? Jesus 
often surprised people with the kind of person He was and with what He taught. Jesus helped sick people, fed hungry 
people, and spent time speaking to and taking care of people that others probably didn’t think were very important 
(like the woman and the little girl that He healed). Jesus also spent time talking about the most important people of 
His day, or at least the people who thought they were the most important: the Pharisees. The Pharisees were religious 
leaders for the Hebrew people. They were the people who taught about what God wanted. What do you think Jesus 
said about the religious leaders?

You might have read a fairy tale or two that included unicorns. A 
unicorn, or a beautiful horse sporting a single long horn that grows 
from its forehead, may be the sort of thing that only exists in our 
imaginations. However, the unicorn of the sea, the narwhal, is very 
real. The narwhal is a small whale that spends its life swimming in 
the chilly Arctic seas, eating fish, shrimp, and squid. They typically 
live in groups of about 15 to 20, but occasionally very large herds, 
numbering in the hundreds or even thousands, are spotted. 
Narwhals are related to dolphins, porpoises, and beluga whales, 
but the long tusk sets the narwhal apart from its cousins! The 
narwhal’s famous tusk is actually a tooth. All narwhals have two 
teeth on the upper part of their mouth. On most male narwhals, 
one of those teeth begins to grow longer and longer, spiraling 
until it becomes the famous “horn” of the narwhal. Sometimes, 

both teeth grow long, which results in a narwhal with two tusks, and 
sometimes females will grow tusks, as well! There is so much beautiful 
variety in the world God created, isn’t there? Most commonly, male 
narwhals will grow one long tusk that can reach a length of almost 10 
feet (3 m)! (Take the time to show your child approximately how long this 
is.) 

narwhal

lesson 
21
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What’s funny is that scientists aren’t 
completely sure why the narwhal has its famous 
tusk, or all the ways this mysterious animal uses its tusk. 
Narwhals are able to sense with their tusks, and are possibly 
able to detect how salty the ocean water is using their tusks. They 
have been seen using their tusks to hit fish in order to stun them before 
gobbling them up for a meal. Scientists believe that male narwhals use 
their tusks to impress female narwhals when they are looking for a mate. A 
mother narwhal will give birth to a single baby, called a calf, and will nurse her infant 
until it is able to hunt for food for itself. Like all mammals, narwhals breathe air, but they are able to dive deep below 
the surface of the ocean in between breaths. Since they spend much of their time swimming under waters covered with 
patches of ice, they come up for air through cracks in the ice or spaces with open water. They breathe through a part of 
their bodies called a blowhole. A narwhal doesn’t use its mouth to breathe air, instead, it fills its lungs by breaching the 
surface of the water with its head so that the blowhole is exposed to the air. It blows all of the old, used-up air out through 
the blowhole, and then sucks fresh air in through the same hole.

let’s talk about it(Matthew 23:1–36) You might have expected that Jesus would 
say good things about the Pharisees. The Pharisees probably 
thought that the Messiah, the Son of God, the King of the 
Jews, would give them many compliments. After all, they 
were the scripture teachers of His day. They were the very 
best at working very hard to obey the letter of the Law. But 
instead, Jesus said that they were doing many things that 
were wrong. Jesus said that they gave other people long lists 
of rules to follow. They told people that they had to do many, 
many things to make God happy. They always wanted to 
be honored by others, to sit in the best places at every meal. 

Jesus said that the Pharisees did good 
deeds only so that other people would 
see them and honor them.

What is a baby narwHal called? (a calf)

are narwhals fish or mamMals? 
(maMmals)

What part oF its body does a narwhal 
use to Breathe? (the bloWhole)

WEEK 6

L e S s O n  2 2
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 narwhAL      MattHew 23:1–36       sight Words: days of tHe Week       -ay Flip Book       reading clocks       narwhAL anAtomy

biBle connection

lesson 
22
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orca

What are the tWo naMes for this 
animal? (orca and kiLler wHale)

do orcas only live near antarctica? (nO, 
they can be Found in alL oceans)

What is a grouP oF orcas called? (a pod)

WEEK 6

L e S s O n  2 3

let’s talk about it
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 orca      MattHew 23:1–36       reading + capitalizAtion      clock puzzleS       story problems      Orca Art

biBle connection
(Matthew 23:1–36)  Have you ever known a show-off? Somebody 
who was always saying, “Look at me! Look at how great I am! 
Look at how much better I am than you!” Jesus said that the 
Pharisee were like show-offs. They wanted everybody to see how 
“good” they were. But Jesus said that they only looked good on 
the outside. On the inside, their hearts were rotten. They didn’t 
love Jesus, and they didn’t get changed from the inside out like we 
are when we choose to believe in Jesus as our Savior.

Orcas are often called killer whales, a name that’s easy 
to remember! Killer whales are the largest member 

of the dolphin family. They are carnivores and 
are some of the primary predators of both 

Arctic and Antarctic animals who spend their 
time in or near the sea. Their teeth can reach 
lengths of around 4 inches (about 10 cm)! 
(Take the time to show your child approximately 

how long this is.) Orcas hunt and eat penguins, 
narwhals, beluga whales, seals, and sea lions, 

among smaller prey, including fish and squid. Wait just a minute! Did you notice 
something unusual? This is the first time in this unit that you’ve read about an animal that can live 

in the Arctic and the Antarctic regions! All the other animals you’ve read about live either far to the north 
or far to the south, but not in both regions! Orcas can actually be found in parts of all the oceans around the 

world, even in areas with warmer waters. These large mammals live in groups called pods. They work together with 
the other members of their pod when hunting their prey. They are known to be very intelligent and very social, too!

lesson 
23

optional
extension

 Look up videos of orcas swimming 
and breaching the surface of the 

ocean to see these incredible animals 
in action!
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What do you notice about the coloring of the orca, or killer whale? 
It has a black back and a white belly. Can you remember another 
kind of animal we learned about that has a similar color pattern? 
Penguins share this black-and-white coloration, and the purpose 
of this color pattern in orcas is similar to the purpose of this color 
pattern for penguins. Orcas don’t have any natural predators, as 
they are at the top of their food chain. But the fact that they are 
black on the top and white on the bottom of their bodies helps 
them blend into the water that surrounds them when viewed by 
prey from above or from beneath. Blending into the water around 
them helps them to get close to their prey before their prey has a 
chance to swim away. Mother orcas give birth to babies, called 
calves. These calves remain close to their mothers and drink their 
mothers’ milk until they are old enough to begin eating meat. 
Other members of the pod will often help a mother to care for her 
calf. Orcas can communicate with other orcas in their pod by making 
sounds, and they also use echolocation when hunting. Orcas make 
sounds, and are able to detect the location of objects in the water 
based on the sound waves that bounce off of the objects near them.

orca

let’s talk about it

(Matthew 23:1–36)  Jesus said that the Pharisees cared about the wrong things. They worried a lot about every little 
rule and law. They worried about laws about washing your hands, and about how to make sure that no one did any 
work of any kind on the Sabbath. But Jesus said that they didn’t really seem to care about what was truly important 

to God: justice, mercy, and faithfulness. If we love God, we should care most about what 
is most important to Him. How can we love justice, mercy, and faithfulness? What does 
that look like?

do orcas Have natural predatorS? (nO)

What food do orca calves sUrvive on? (their 
mother’s Milk)

What is tHe word that deScrIbes hoW orcas 
can tell where objects are in the water 
by making sounds, tHen sensIng the sound 
waves tHat bounce oFF them? (ecHolocAtion)

WEEK 6
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biBle connection

orca
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  6  r e V i e W
WEEK 6

We learned about narwhals and orcas this week, two mammals of the ocean. Narwhals mainly swim near the Arctic 
Circle, but orcas can be found in oceans all around the globe. Orcas are a narwhal’s main predator! We learned how 
to read words that include the -ay sound, including all the days of the week. We began to practice telling time. Now you 
know how to count by 5s around the clock to tell how many minutes past the hour it is. We also got to read about what 
Jesus said about the Pharisees, powerful religious leaders of the Jews at that time in history. 

 Tell me one thing you remember about 
narwhals. Tell me one thing you remember 
about orcas.

 Can you tell me the days of the week in order? 
Start with Sunday.

 Do you know how many minutes are in one 
hour? You can count by 5s around a clock’s 
face to help you figure it out.

musical reading
Use the sight word flashcards for this week, in addition 
to any sight word cards you’d like to review, or make your 
own reading flashcards for any words that your child 
needs extra practice reading with. Play this game in a 
similar way to musical chairs. Arrange the flashcards face 
down in a circle around the room. Have your child walk 
in a circle while you play music. As soon as you stop the 
music, they should stop right where they are at, pick up 
the closest card, and read it. If your child reads the word 
correctly, they get to keep the card. Repeat with more 
rounds until they have picked up all the cards. Feel free to 
include a sibling in the game for some competitive fun.

Thank you, Jesus, for 
helping us to understand 
more about God. Help us 
to care about what God 
cares about most. Amen.

week
6
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 ScIence: Snow Petrel, Walrus
This week you’ll read about the beautiful snow petrel of 
Antarctica. To finish the week, you’ll read about walruses, 
whiskered mammals of the north! In the student book, 
your child will have the opportunity to practice classifying 
animals, and will get to think about why they haven’t 
studied any cold-blooded animals in this ice + snow unit.

 BiBle: jesUs Meets ZaccHaeUs
Consider reading this story in a storybook Bible this week. 
Zacchaeus was a tax collector with a history of cheating 
others. He seemed like one of the last people that the 
Savior of the world would want to spend time with, and yet, 
Jesus chose him from the crowd. Meeting Jesus transformed 
Zacchaeus from the inside out. In the student book, your 
child will have the opportunity to sequence what happens 
in this story, and then narrate the events of the story back 
to you.

 language artS
This week you’ll introduce the -y ending in one-syllable 
words. Your child will continue to practice all the days of 
the week as sight words. These are longer words, and can 
be tricky. Your child will also learn about syllables as parts 

of words, and will 
practice listening 
in order to hear 
the number of 
syllables in a 
word.

 MatH: telling time to tHe HalF HoUr 
Your child has already learned that they can count around 
the clock face by 5s to tell how many minutes past the hour 
it is. This week the focus is on building speed in telling time, 
by helping your child to realize that when the minute hand 
points to the 6, it’s always 30 minutes past the hour. Your 
child won’t need to count by 5s every time if they begin 
memorizing which numbers correspond to how many 
minutes. Previously introduced math concepts will continue 
to be practiced.

 art: Snowflake resiSt art
Although the bird you learn about this week is called a 
snow petrel, Antarctica, where it lives, receives very little 
snow. For this art project, you’ll need a white crayon or oil 
pastel, watercolor paint, and paper. Your child will have the 
opportunity to make a classic wax resist art project.

 geography: cardinal directionS
Apply the concept of cardinal directions to everyday life! 
Orient your child to help them know where to look in order to 
understand which directions (north, south, east, and west) 
are where, relative to your house. The assignment is to draw 
the landmarks/locations that are north, south, east, and west 
of your house.

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  7  s n a p s h o t

langUage
arts rUle: -y

SiGht wordS: days of the week
consonant blend: sk- and cr-

What do you do when a particular topic or activity 
sparks your child’s imagination? It’s usually easy to 
tell when you’ve piqued their interest. Do you press 
on and continue working through the day’s to-do 
list, or do you stop and dive in deep, expanding on 
this little spark, fanning it into a flame? Different 
days and different situations will call for different 
responses, but today, be encouraged. When you 
see the light of curiosity in your child’s eyes, don’t be 
afraid to take the day’s lessons and activities in a 
different direction than you had originally planned. 
It isn’t always possible, but when it is, grab an extra 
book on the topic, or watch a few videos, or make a 
craft! Imagination is a worthwhile investment.

liFeStyle oF learning

WEEK 7 week 
7
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Snow Petrel

What do snow petrelS eat? (kriLl, fish, 
and Squid)

do snow petrelS lIve in the arctic or in 
antarctica? (in AntarcticA)

do snow petrelS stay wItH the same mate 
throUGhout tHeir liveS? (yes)

WEEK 7

L e S s O n  2 5

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 snow petreL      luke 19:1–10       Words ending in -y       Measuring tools       sylLAbles       cardinal directions

biBle connection
(Luke 19:1–10)  Jesus spent his ministry on Earth helping people 
who needed help and caring about those that other people didn’t 
care much about. He was bold when it came to telling powerful, 
important people like the Pharisees that they were making wrong 
choices, and that they had the wrong priorities. Jesus also had 
a heart for teaching, and for talking to people who were willing 
to repent. In those days, tax collectors were people that nobody 
wanted anything to do with. It was well-known that tax collectors 

liked to collect extra taxes in order to 
make themselves rich. They cheated 
others, so it was no wonder that nobody 
liked them very much.

What’s the first bird that you think of when you think of Antarctica? 
Probably the penguin, right? Well, penguins aren’t the only birds 
that inhabit this ice-covered continent. The snow petrel is a small 
bird that is often found around the coastlines of Antarctica. This 
little bird gets its food from the ocean, feeding on krill, fish, and 
squid. This means that they can’t live too far away from a source 
of water, as they rely on water for finding their food! Sometimes 
they have been spotted perched near a crack in the Antarctic ice, 
just waiting for krill to swim past the crack, so that they can grab 
a bite! Snow petrels have an interesting courtship ritual. When it’s 
time for the snow petrels to begin finding a mate, a female snow 
petrel will choose her mate based on how well he is able to keep 
up with her as she flies. The twisting, looping, and diving that the 
pair of snow petrels will do as they fly at high speeds in the air 

near a nesting site has been compared to a dance taking place in mid-
air. Several male snow petrels might give up if they find that they are 
unable to keep up with the dance of the female. The male that is able 
to follow the female and complete the dance successfully is the bird she 
will choose as her mate. This pair of mates will stay together for life.

snow petrel

lesson 
25
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Although small, these snow-white birds are tough enough 
to survive the freezing temperatures and strong winds that 
characterize Antarctica. Snow petrels will often build their nests 
inside natural crevices in the rocky ground, this helps to protect 
their nests from both freezing wind and predatory seabirds like 
skuas who will happily steal snow petrel eggs if they have the 
chance. Snow petrels have one unusual defence mechanism: 
when they feel threatened while guarding their nest, snow petrels 
are able to spew (that means spit) a bad-smelling, oily secretion 
from their stomachs in order to deter predators. Yuck! Isn’t it 
amazing how God designed each animal to be so unique? Snow 
petrels typically lay just one egg at a time. When hatched, the 
chicks have gray, fluffy feathers. The chicks remain in their nests 
for about six to seven weeks before they are big and strong 
enough to take their first flights. These beautiful birds can live about 
20 years in the wild. Instead of using water to get clean, like you do 
when you take a bath, snow petrels have been spotted using snow to 
clean their feathers!

a tough little Bird

let’s talk about it

(Luke 19:1–10) The snow petrel is a little bird, and this story is about a little, or short man, named Zaccheus. When 
Jesus was passing through Jericho, Zaccheus really wanted to see Him—this man that everyone spoke about. He 
was too short to see over the crowd, so he climbed a tree in order to get a good glimpse of Jesus. When Jesus saw 
Zaccheus in the tree, He shouted to him, “Zaccheus, hurry and come down, for I must stay at your house today.” 
What a surprise that must have been for Zaccheus! 

Where do Snow Petrels build tHeir nestS? (in 
rocky creVices)

What kind oF bird likes to steal tHeir eggs? 
(a skua)

What is tHe snow petrel’s Main deFenSe 
mechanisM? (spewing bad-smelLing, oiLy vOmit At 
a predator)

WEEK 7

L e S s O n  2 6

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 snow petreL      luke 19:1–10       -ay and -y game       telLing time       sight Words: days of tHe Week       snowFLake resist Art

biBle connection

petrel on the ice

lesson 
26
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walrUs

does the WalruS lIve near the arctic or 
near antarctica? (neAr the Arctic)

What helpS keeP a walrus warM? (thick 
skin and a tHick layer of blubber) 

What natural predators does a walrus 
have? (polar bears, kiLler whales)

WEEK 7

L e S s O n  2 7

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 Walrus      luke 19:1–10       One- + two-sylLAble Words       Money math       practice telLing time       Birds + MammALS

biBle connection
(Luke 19:1–10)  When the other people around realized that Jesus 
was going to Zaccheus’s house, they grumbled. Zaccheus was a 
tax collector! He worked for the Roman rulers (who the Hebrew 
people didn’t like very much), and he took extra money from 
others in order to make himself rich. In the eyes of everyone else, 
Zaccheus was a sinner, not somebody that Jesus should spend any 
time with. But Jesus must have had a different way of thinking. 

This large mammal is a walrus! It lives in the chilly seas surrounding 
the Arctic Circle. It doesn’t tend to spend much time in the depths 
of the ocean, instead living near the coast. It regularly pulls itself 
up onto shore to rest. Walruses are often found basking in the sun 
in large groups along the shore. These groups can be very noisy! 
The walrus has extremely thick skin, that ranges between .75 to 1.5 
inches (2–4 cm) thick. (Take the time to show your child approximately 
how thick that is.) That’s much, much thicker than your skin! This 
thick skin, and the even thicker layer of blubber, or fat, beneath it, 
helps protect the walrus and keep it warm as it swims through the 
icy waters and basks in the chilly air. It probably doesn’t surprise 
you that, with its big, bulky body, the walrus moves much faster 
through the water than it moves on land. Because walruses are 
so large, they have few predators, but are occasionally eaten 

by killer whales and polar bears. People have historically hunted 
the walrus for its tusks, skin, oil, and meat. Today governments limit 
the hunting of walruses in order to protect the species from risk of 
extinction.

lesson 
27

video
break

Look up videos in order 
to listen to the kinds of 
sounds that walruses 

make!

walrUs
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When you look at this picture of a walrus, probably the very first 
thing you notice is its long, pointy tusks! These tusks aren’t just for 
looking at, however! The walrus uses its tusks for several tasks. 
Both male and female walruses have tusks. Males use their tusks 
to fight other walruses when defending territory. Walruses can 
use their tusks to break breathing holes through the ice, a skill 
that comes in very handy when they swim in icy seas! A walrus’s 
whiskers are probably its most noticeable characteristic after its 
tusks! These whiskers are very sensitive, and walruses use them 
to detect their food, mainly clams and mussels, which they find 
along the ocean floor. Once they have discovered a mollusc 
that they intend to eat, walruses use their mouth and tongue to 
open the shell, and gobble up the soft insides. You might assume 
that such a large animal would need to eat a lot of food to 
survive, and you’d be right! A walrus might eat as many as 60 clams 
on a single dive to the ocean floor, before returning to the surface to 
breathe. Female walruses give birth to a single baby, called a pup. The 
pup will stay with its mother for the first two to three years of its life.

a WalruS’s tUsks

let’s talk about it

(Luke 19:1-10) After meeting Jesus, Zaccheus said that he would pay everyone back the money that he had stolen 
from them—four times over! That means if he’d stolen a dollar, he’d have to pack back four dollars! He would also 
share his wealth with the poor. Meeting Jesus and talking with Him totally changed Zaccheus’s life. He was a new 
man. While others thought that Jesus shouldn’t spend time with “sinners,” Jesus knew that He had come to the world 

to save sinners, to help them realize that they needed to repent and to change their 
ways. He loved Zaccheus enough to spend time with him, even while he was still a sinner. 
Jesus is still able to completely change the hearts and lives of sinful people today. Let’s 
thank Him for how He changes us to be able to love like He does!

What body part can a walrus uSe to break 
holes in ice? (its tuSks)

What do walruses eat? (cLAmS, musSels, etc.)

What are BaBy WalruSes called? (pups)

WEEK 7

L e S s O n  2 8
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 Walrus      luke 19:1–10       skiLls reView       Mini book       rhyming Words       Jesus Meets ZaccHaeus

biBle connection

walrUs

lesson 
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  7  r e V i e W
WEEK 7

The two animals we learned about this week are completely different from each other! The tiny snow petrel flies swiftly 
through the skies above Antarctica, while the heavy walrus swims in the chilly waters of the Arctic. We learned how 
to read one-syllable words that end in -y, and learned how to count syllables in a word by using claps. We got more 
practice with telling time and using the Malakais and Aliyahs to count by 10s and 5s. We also got to read about the 
day Jesus met with a tax collector named Zacchaeus. Meeting Jesus completely turned Zacchaeus’s life around!

 Tell me one thing you remember about snow 
petrels. Tell me one thing you remember about 
walruses.

 Can you tell me a word that ends with -y 
making the /ī/ sound?

 What number does the minute hand point to 
when it’s 30 minutes past the hour? (6)

place value slap
For this game, you’ll need flashcards that show individual 
digits from 9 to 0, and a flyswatter or similar tool (you 
could even use an empty soda bottle to “hit” the cards 
with). Use 3 cards to make a three-digit number. For 
example, you could make the number 345. Ask different 
questions of your child, requesting that they follow certain 
instructions to slap a number. You could say, “Slap the 
number in the 10s’ place,” and follow that up with, “What 
number did you slap?” or “How many 10s are there in this 
number?” Or, you could say, “Slap the 3.” After your child 
slaps the number, ask, “What place is the 3 in?” Before 
moving on and making a different three-digit number, 
ask your child to read the whole number out loud, to 
practice their reading of large numbers. In this example, 
the number should be read, “Three hundred forty-five.” 
Level up the challenge of the game by making two or 
three different three-digit numbers and placing them 
around the room so that your child has to run around to 
find which number has a 4 in the 10s’ place, or whatever 
challenge you have given them. Have fun!

Thank you, Jesus, for 
transforming us and 
changing our hearts from 
the inside out. Help us to 
love the things you love. 
Amen.

week
7
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 ScIence: arctic Hare, Snowy owl
You’ll read about Arctic hares this week, as well as one 
of their predators, the snowy owl! Learn more about the 
characteristics and unique traits that make these animals 
able to survive in the tough climate of the Arctic tundra.

 BiBle: jesUs Washes the discipleS’ feet
The Bible passage is included for your reference, but 
you can feel free to read this story to your child from a 
storybook Bible, if you’d like. This week talk about this 
episode in the life of Jesus with your children. Jesus, the Son 
of God and Savior of the world, was humble enough to do 
a servant’s task. What does this mean for us? 

 language artS
This week you’ll 
introduce the -y 
ending in multi-
syllable words. 
You’ll focus on 
just reading words 
that have a short vowel sound in the middle, followed by 
a double consonant in front of a -y ending. Your child will 
also practice reading the sight word who, and will review 
previously learned sight words. Capitalization of proper 
nouns, introduced here as specific names of people, places, 
or things, will be practiced.

 MatH: combininG MalaKais, alIyahs, and janiahs 
This week your child will learn to calculate out how much 
money is represented by a mixed group of coins containing 
coins with three different denominations: 10, 5, and 1 bit 
coins. Make sure that you child begins figuring out the 
value of each group by counting by 10s, then moving on 
to counting up by 5s, then counting up by 1s. Starting with 
the largest denomination first makes the counting easier. 
This calculation of mixed-value coins can really challenge 
some learners. If your child needs extra practice, feel free 
to get out the Spooner Bucks manipulatives and practice 
combining these coins throughout the week.

 art: Picture Study
Your child gets an opportunity to look closely at Snowy Owl 
by John James Audubon, and to learn a little more about 
this naturalist and artist, well-known for his hundreds of 
paintings of birds. Your child is invited to create their own 
bird drawing or painting.

 Social Studies: urBan, SUburban, rUral communitieS
Your child will learn vocabulary to describe three broad 
categorizations of communities. Relate this topic to your own 
child’s life by talking about what kind of community you live 
in.

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  8  s n a p s h o t

langUage
artsrUle: -y sounds like /ē/

SiGht word: who

Here are two life skills to practice this week. One 
is a hands-on skill, and the other is a memory 
topic. If you child already knows these well, feel 
free to skip these. If these are more challenging 
for your child, feel free to spend more than a 
week practicing the skills!

Learn to start a load of laundry and transfer a 
load to the dryer, correctly following the family’s 
procedures for these tasks.

Choose a hymn or folk song to memorize.

life skills

WEEK 8 week 
8
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arctic Hare

does thIs hare live in tHe arctic or in 
antarctica? (in the Arctic)

does the arctic hare always have gray 
Fur? (nO) 

What are Some of the arctic hare’s 
predatorS? (wolves, fOxes, snowy Owls)

WEEK 8

L e S s O n  2 9

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 Arctic Hare      John 13:1–17       Words ending in -y       Budgeting for a trip       capitalizing names       communities

biBle connection
(John 13:1–17)  The time had come to celebrate the Passover feast, and Jesus and His disciples were eating a special 
supper together. Jesus loved His disciples, and knew He would be leaving them soon. He knew that Judas would 
betray Him, and that He would be executed. Jesus got up and prepared to begin washing His disciples’ feet. When 
Jesus and His disciples lived, roads were very dirty and dusty! After spending a day walking around on the roads, their 
feet would be filthy. Jesus began to wash their filthy feet and dry them with a towel.

This animal is the Arctic hare. From its name, can you guess whether 
it lives near the top of the globe or near the bottom of it? The 
Arctic hare makes its home in the rocky, cold tundras far to the 
north. In the winter, the Arctic hare sports a silky white fur coat on 
its back, which helps it blend into the snowy surroundings. In the 
summertime, the Arctic hare’s fur changes to become a grayish 
color, which then helps the hare to blend into the grayish, rocky 
landscape of the tundra! Why is blending in so important for this 
little mammal? It’s an excellent defense mechanism that helps 
protect this hare from predators such as wolves, foxes, and 
snowy owls. But its color-changing coat is not the Arctic hare’s 
only defense! Hares are able to run at high speeds, and will 
attempt to run away if they are alerted to danger in time. They 
have excellent eyesight. Can you see what’s behind you without 

turning your head to look over your shoulder? You can’t see all the way 
around your body without turning your head from side to side, but a 
hare can see in almost all directions without even moving its head! 
That’s pretty cool!

arctic Hare in suMmer

lesson 
29
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If you look closely at this picture of an Arctic hare, you might notice 
something a little bit unusual. Hares usually have very long ears, 
but the ears of the Arctic hare are significantly shorter than the 
ears of hares who live in warmer habitats. Shorter ears help the 
Arctic hare to stay warm in its chilly homeland! It’s easy for a lot of 
body heat to be lost through a pair of long ears, so shorter ears 
help the hare to stay warm for longer.  Arctic hares are mainly 
herbivores, eating a similar diet to the much larger caribou and 
musk oxen who share the tundra. They eat mainly woody plants 
and mosses, also eating berries, flowers, algae, and leaves when 
they are available. A mother hare will give birth to several babies 
at once. Her babies are called leverets, and they are born with 
grayish fur which helps them blend into the rocky ground. In the 
summertime, Arctic hares might dig shallow depressions into 
the ground to rest in. In the wintertime, the Arctic hare might rest in a 
spot sheltered by large rocks, or may dig a den in a snowdrift.  Their 
large hind feet act like snowshoes, helping them to conserve energy by 
preventing them from sinking into the snow with every step they take.

let’s talk about it

(John 13:1–17) When Jesus came to Simon Peter, he didn’t want 
Jesus to wash his feet! He didn’t feel like it seemed right. His 
Teacher, his Lord, washing his dirty feet? But Jesus told him 
that even though he didn’t understand it yet, he needed to 
allow Jesus to wash his feet. Then Peter wanted Jesus to wash 
his hands and his head, too! Oh, Peter! He didn’t always 

understand what Jesus’s plans were, 
but he knew Jesus was special. What 
makes Jesus so special?

do arctIc hareS mainly eat plants or 
meat? (pLAnts)

What are BaBy Hares called? (leVerets)

do arctIc hareS make their hoMes in 
tunnels undergroUnd? (nO)

WEEK 8

L e S s O n  3 0
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 Arctic hare      John 13:1–17       Build, Write, draw       compAring AmountS of Money      sight Word: Who       Arctic Hare Facts

biBle connection

lesson 
30
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Snowy owl

does the Snowy owl live in the arctic or 
in antarctica? (the Arctic)

do snowy owls Build nestS in treeS? (nO)

are Snowy owls herbivoreS or  
carnivores? (carnivoreS)

WEEK 8

L e S s O n  3 1

let’s talk about it
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 snowy Owl      John 13:1–17       Finish the sentence      practice With clocks       story proBLems       A Heart for serving Others

biBle connection
(John 13:1–17)  After Jesus finished washing the feet of all of His disciples, He asked them if they understood what had 
just happened. He took the time to explain His purpose to them. They called Jesus “Lord” and “Teacher,” and He said 
that was the right thing to do because it was true. Even though He was their Lord and their Teacher, He wasn’t too 
proud to do humble tasks that needed to be done, like washing other people’s dirty feet. He said that He wanted His 
disciples to follow this example of being willing to serve others, even when it wasn’t a cool and impressive job, but a 
humble, servant’s task, like washing feet.

How would you feel if you spotted this pair of big, yellow eyes 
blinking at you? They are the eyes of a snowy owl, an owl who 
prefers the treeless tundra of the north, unlike its cousins who nest 
in forests around the world. The snowy owl builds its nest right on 
the ground. A female owl will build her own nest, spending several 
days scraping a small hollow into the ground and shaping that 
hollow into a cozy nest. Because snowy owls usually mate for life, 
the mother and father owl might be able to come back to the 
same nest year after year. She lays up to 11 eggs at once, and will 
sit on her nest to keep her eggs warm until they hatch. While the 
mother owl sits on the nest, her mate will bring her food to eat. 
Once the chicks hatch, the mother and father owl will care for 
their babies until they are able to hunt on their own. Snowy owls 
are carnivores, mainly eating small mammals such as hares and 

lemmings. Lemmings are the snowy owl’s favorite food! Snowy owls 
are large birds, and also eat smaller birds. They are speedy hunters, 
grabbing their prey in their sharp talons.

Snowy owl

lesson 
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Do you notice anything funny about this snowy owl’s feet? They have a lot of feathers on them! Just like a cozy 
pair of slippers, the fluffy feathers on a snowy owl’s feet help keep it warm when it’s standing on ground 
that’s freezing cold! Did you know that a snowy owl gets more and more snowy, or more white, as it gets 
older? A male snowy owl who reaches old age might have feathers that are almost entirely white, 
but females never become purely white, always sporting brownish patterns on their feathers. 
Unlike the many species of owl which are nocturnal, the snowy owl is diurnal, or active in 
the daytime (sometimes they hunt in the evening, too!). They spend a great deal of their 
time in one spot. A snowy owl will choose a spot on the ground that gives them a 
good view of the surrounding area. There, the owl will perch, waiting patiently 
until it senses the presence of something to eat (using both its sharp 
eyesight and excellent sense of hearing). Once the snowy owl 
has located its prey, it swoops in before the prey 
has a chance to escape and grabs it! This 
clever hunter of the north has been 
known to migrate southward 
in wintertime, moving to a 
less-frigid climate where more 
food is available. 

let’s talk about it(John 13:1–17) Jesus showed what was important by the way He 
lived. Caring for the needs of others was important to Jesus. 
Just like the disciples, we can follow Jesus’s example of being 
humble enough to help others, and to do the work that needs 
to be done, even when it isn’t very fun. In our cultures today, 
washing feet around the supper table might not be something 
we need to do, but cleaning up dirty dishes? That’s something 
our families might need help with every day! Our Savior, Jesus, 
was God’s own Son, but He wasn’t too proud to take care of 
those around Him and to help them. He wasn’t focused on 
Himself, but on the needs of others. How can we follow His 

example? Let’s pray and ask Jesus to 
help us notice ways that we can help 
the people around us today.

are Snowy owls usually completely 
white? (nO)

What does it mean tHat snowy owls 
are dIurnal? (it means they are actiVe in 
the daytime)

What two SenseS doeS the snowy owl 
use to Help it Find prey? (heAring and 
eyesight)

WEEK 8
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 snowy owl     John 13:1–17       Mini Book       skiLls reView       sight Word review       picture study

biBle connection

lesson 
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  8  r e V i e W
WEEK 8

This week we learned about the Arctic hare, whose fur changes color with the seasons of the Arctic. The snowy owl’s 
feathers get whiter as the owl gets older, but never turn completely white! What amazing and beautiful animals these 
are! We learned that the letter y makes the /ē/ sound at the end of words with more than one syllable. We got more 
practice with telling time, using money, and solving story problems. We also got to read about how Jesus took on the 
role of a servant as He washed His disciples’ feet.

 What’s one interesting thing about Arctic 
hares? What’s one interesting thing about 
snowy owls?

 Can you tell me a word that ends with -y 
making the /ē/ sound?

 What’s your favorite math activity we did this 
week?

Target Practice
Use tape or sticky tac to attach sight word flashcards 
(for any words that your child needs to practice) to a wall 
or other flat surface. It could be an internal wall, or you 
could take this game outdoors! You will call out a word, 
and your child’s job is to throw a ball, beanbag, stuffed 
animal, or any other item and attempt to hit the correct 
word. If you’d like, you can develop a scoring system 
for motivation, i.e. 5 points for a direct hit, 2 points for 
a close hit, -1 point for throwing the ball at the wrong 
word. Adapt this activity to suit you, your child, and their 
learning style!

Thank you, Jesus, for 
showing us a perfect 
example of how to humbly 
serve others. Help us to 
live more like you each day. 
Amen.

week
8
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 ScIence: arctic fox, collared lemming
Conclude your study of the animals of polar regions by 
learning about the Arctic fox and the collared lemming. 
Like the Arctic hare, both of these small mammals have fur 
coats that change colors between the summer and winter 
seasons. In the student book, your child will complete a 
page exploring some of the special characteristics that help 
animals of polar regions to survive and thrive in their frigid 
homelands.

 BiBle: jesUs died + was resurrected
Bible passages are included for your reference, but you 
may prefer to read the stories of the crucifixion and 
resurrection of Jesus in a storybook Bible this week. These 
are the events at the heart of the Gospel, and truly, at the 
heart of all of scripture. At the end of this week, explore the 
purpose of the four Gospels, as recorded in John 20:31

 language artS
This week you’ll continue to practice the -y ending in multi-
syllable words. This week, words that feature a long vowel 
sound in the middle and a -y at the end are introduced, 
along with a general guideline to help your child with 
knowing whether the middle vowel should make a long or 
short sound. This is a guideline, and there are exceptions to 
the rule. Use it to the extent that your child finds it helpful. 
Your child will also practice reading the sight word they. 
Consonant blends that come at or near the end of words 

are introduced this 
week, with -mp and 
-nd.

 MatH: review 
This week reviews measurement, place value, strategies 
for solving tricky story problems, and more that has been 
previously covered. Several of the pages this week are 
designed to challenge your child to apply concepts and skills 
they have previously practiced in new ways.

 art: camouflage art
This week the art project aligns with the topic covered in 
science, regarding how the fur of Arctic foxes, Arctic hares, 
and collared lemmings change with the summer and winter 
seasons of the Arctic tundra. You’ll need to provide brown, 
gray, green, and white paint, along with scissors and glue.

 Social Studies: the importance oF family
This week you’ll get to talk about family as the basic building 
block of all types of communities. Each family is unique, 
and no one family looks exactly like any other. Talk about 
what makes your family special, and compare your family’s 
uniqueness with the family of one of your child’s friends. Talk 
about what makes the other family unique and special, too!

t h i s  w e e k  we ’ l l  c o v e r

W e e k  9  s n a p s h o t

langUage
arts

rUle: multi-syllable  
words ending in -y
SiGht word: they
consonant blends: -mp + -nd

Hope
Are you a hope-filled person? When you feel 
hopeful, it means that you are looking forward 
to the future. You are glad and at peace. A 
hopeful person doesn’t spend all their time 
worrying about tomorrow because they have 
hope. Do you know the reason why Christians 
are able to have hope, even in dark times and 
tough days? Our hope is in Jesus! Jesus is our 
Savior. He died, but He rose again, and lives still 
today. He promised that He will return again, 
and He promised that if we believe in Him, our 
hearts and our lives will be transformed from the 
inside out. If we believe in Jesus, we never need 
to feel like we are without hope. No matter what 
happens on bad days, Jesus is our hope!

character buildinG

WEEK 9 week 
9
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arctic fox

does thIs fox live in the arctic or in 
antarctica? (the Arctic)

are the arctIc fox’s ears BigGer or Small-
er compared to the earS oF other fox 
specieS? (smALler)

What can foxes use as blanketS? (their 
fLuffy tails)

WEEK 9

L e S s O n  3 3

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 Arctic fox     MattHew 27:32–56       Words that end in -y       compAring lengthS       Vowel sort       polar aniMals

biBle connection
(Matthew 27:32–56)  When Jesus walked on Earth, He helped 
and cared for people that those in power didn’t think were 
very important: sick people, sinners, women, and children. But 
some people, the leaders of the Jews, hated Jesus. Judas Iscariot 
betrayed Jesus to the people who hated him, and on one terrible, 
sad, dark day, Jesus Christ, the Son of God, our Savior, was 
crucified. This was His purpose in coming to live among people. 
His purpose was to sacrifice His own life, so that we could have 
a relationship with God and know Him. Although Jesus never did 
anything wrong, He was crucified as a criminal. He was buried 
in a tomb by friends who thought that all hope was gone. They 
didn’t understand what was coming next.

Meet the Arctic fox! This fox lives in the tundra and in the mountains 
of the Arctic. If you look closely at an Arctic fox’s ears, you might 
notice that they are shorter than the ears of other types of foxes. 
Shorter ears help this fox not to lose so much body heat through 
the thin skin of the ears. The Arctic fox’s short ears are exactly 
the opposite of the huge ears of the fennec fox, a desert-dwelling 
fox that you might have heard of. Fennec foxes have extra-big 
ears, to help them stay cool in the desert heat. Shorter ears do 
the opposite, helping the Arctic fox to lose as little body heat as 
possible as it lives and hunts in the cold, windy tundra. Isn’t it 
amazing how God designed animals to be able to survive in so 
many different kinds of habitats? The Arctic fox also has a short 
muzzle, or nose. If you’ve ever been outside on a freezing cold 
day in winter, and have felt how chilly the tip of your nose can 

get, you’ll understand why having a shorter nose is a good thing in the 
far north! These foxes also have a built-in blanket: their long, fluffy tail! 
When resting, they cuddle up close with their tails in order to be as 
warm and cozy as possible!

lesson 
33

arctic fox
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What do you notice about the color of this fox’s 
fur coat? This brownish-grayish fur coat is the 
Arctic fox’s summertime look. Its white coat 
grows in just in time for winter each year! Do you 
remember another mammal you learned about 
that changes colors like this? The Arctic hare has a 
similar ability to change color with the seasons. This 
color change helps the Arctic fox to blend into its rocky, 
mossy habitat in summertime, and into the surrounding 
snow during wintertime. Blending in with its surroundings 
helps the fox as it hunts the lemmings and birds that it 
loves to eat. In the Arctic, food can sometimes be quite 
scarce. It’s a good thing for the Arctic fox that it’s an 
omnivore, able to eat almost anything, from berries to 
fish. It will even scavenge from carcasses left behind by 
polar bears! Arctic foxes typically live in family groups in dens that 
may be made up of many underground tunnels. In these dens, female 
foxes give birth to litters of up to 14 pups, or baby foxes, at a time! The 
father fox will help feed his babies until they are old enough to begin 
hunting on their own.

arctic fox

let’s talk about it

(John 20, Luke 24:1–12)  Early in the morning on the first day of the week, a few women who had followed Jesus and 
listened to His teachings went to visit the tomb where His body lay. But when they arrived, they couldn’t have been 
more surprised! The heavy stone that sealed the tomb was rolled away from the entrance, and the tomb was empty! 

At first, they didn’t know what to think. What could have happened to the body of Jesus? 
Two angels spoke to the women and told them that they were looking for Jesus in the 
wrong place—He wasn’t dead anymore, He had risen! Can you imagine how it might 
have felt to hear this news?

in wHat season do arctIc foxeS have white 
Fur coatS? (winter)

What is tHe naMe For an arctic Fox’s Home? 
(a den)

do arctIc foxeS eat only meat? (nO, tHey are 
omniVores)

WEEK 9

L e S s O n  3 4

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 Arctic Fox     John 20, luke 24:1–12       Words ending in -y + capitalizAtion       Which Has More?       sight Word: they       Family

biBle connection

lesson 
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collared lemming

do lemmIngs have long tails like mice 
and ratS? (nO)

What do lemmIngs eat? (roOtS, LeaVes, 
twigS, berries, etc.)

What do you think would Happen to 
snowy oWls and arctic foxes iF tHere 
were no more lemmings?

WEEK 9

L e S s O n  3 5

let’s talk about it

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 colLAred lemming      John 20, luke 24:1–12       consOnant Blends      Addition + subtractiOn       story problems      camouflage Art

biBle connection
(John 20, Luke 24:1–12) The women told the disciples the incredible news that Jesus was alive, but the disciples were 
confused, and weren’t sure what to believe. Some ran to the tomb to see for themselves. Later, the disciples gathered 
together in a room and locked the door because they were afraid of the leaders of the Jewish people. Even though 
the door was locked, suddenly they realized that there was one more person in their group—Jesus! He really, truly was 
alive again! Jesus spoke with His disciples, and appeared to many of His followers before returning to be with His 
Father.

We’ve learned that both Arctic foxes and snowy owls think that 
lemmings are a tasty meal, but what is a lemming, exactly? They are 
small rodents, but unlike mice or rats, they have neither a long tail, 
nor big, noticeable ears. Their small ears and short tail help keep 
them from losing body heat (Does that sound familiar? The Arctic 
fox has smaller ears than most foxes for the exact same reason!). 
Besides foxes and owls, other predators of this little rodent include 
wolves, hawks, and even polar bears! A mother lemming is able 
to have two to three litters of babies each year. Like other rodents, 
lemmings are herbivores, eating roots, leaves, twigs, berries, 
and any other parts of plants that they can find as they forage. 
Some years, many, many lemmings are born, resulting in huge 
lemming populations, a feast for the carnivores, or meat-eaters, 
of the Arctic. Other years, very few lemmings survive, and larger 

carnivores have a hard time finding enough to eat because there are 
so few lemmings for them to hunt. Each animal in the Arctic depends 
on the others for survival. If lemmings ever became extinct, that would 
be bad news for Arctic foxes, snowy owls, and many other animals of 
the Arctic. Each animal in a particular habitat or ecosystem needs all 
the others to survive!

collared lemMinG in suMmer

lesson 
35
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The lemming in this picture is a collared lemming sporting his 
winter coat. Not all lemmings have color-changing fur, it’s only 
collared lemmings who have fur that changes to become white 
during wintertime. In reality, it’s pretty rare to see lemmings 
scampering about on top of the snow in winter because they 
usually spend most of the winter under the snow, living in snow 
tunnels! In the wintertime, collared lemmings grow extra-long 
claws on their front feet, which help them to dig through the 
snow to make their burrows! Staying under the snow helps to 
protect them from the biting cold of the wind and from hungry 
predators watching the surface of the snow for lemmings. What 
an adventure you have had in this unit, learning about animals 
who make their homes in polar regions! One thing that you 
might have noticed, again and again, is that each animal you’ve 
learned about has been perfectly and wonderfully designed to be able 
to survive in the extreme temperatures of its homeland. From fur that 
changes colors with the seasons, to thick layers of blubber, feathery and 
furry feet, and even special claws for digging through snow, each polar 
animal has exactly what it needs for its life in some of the coldest places 
on Earth. Isn’t that incredible? 

let’s talk about it
(John 20:30–31) Why do the four Gospels tell the story of the 
life of Jesus? Jesus’s life changed everything. The fact that Jesus 
lived, died, and rose again, is the core of our faith. Matthew, 
Mark, Luke, and John, guided by God’s Spirit, wrote about the 
life of Jesus so that many, many other people who didn’t get to 
see Jesus when He walked on Earth would be able know what 
He was like. Because these four Gospels were written long, 
long ago, today, we can read about the words Jesus spoke 
and the miracles He did. We can know Him, through His 

Word. Let’s thank God today for the 
Bible, for the gift of the Word of God 
that allows us to know Him.

Where do lemmings live in wIntertime? 
(in tunneLS in the snoW)

What body part do lemmIngs use to dig 
snow tunnels witH? (their LOng winter-
tiMe cLAwS)

What is your favorite polar animal 
you’ve learned aBoUt?

WEEK 9

L e S s O n  3 6

teacHer’s Guide      Page 1      Page 2     Page 3     page 4

 colLAred lemming      John 20:30–31       Mini Book       skiLls reView       dictAtion       John 20:30–31

biBle connection

lesson 
36
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prayer Break

let’s revieW!

optional activity

W e e k  9  r e V i e W
WEEK 9

This week we learned about the Arctic fox and the collared lemming, who both have fur that changes color with 
the seasons of the Arctic. That really is neat that their fur helps provide the camouflage they need, even when the 
seasons change! We got to read even more words with y making the /ē/ sound at the end. We practiced adding and 
subtracting, as well as solving story problems and telling time! We also got to read about how the story of Jesus’s life 
on Earth ends, and the story of His resurrection. Isn’t it wonderful that even though we weren’t born until many, many 
years after Christ lived, we are able to read about His life in the Bible?

 What’s one thing you remember about Arctic 
foxes? What’s one thing you remember about 
snowy owls?

 Can you tell me a word that ends with -y 
making the /ē/ sound?

 Which do you think is the easiest, counting 
by 5s, by 10s, or by 100s? Why? Which is the 
hardest?

Charades
Now that your child is able to read many words 
independently, they are able to play charades! This is a 
fun game to play as a family. Brainstorm words together 
and write them on individual pieces of paper. You can 
include your child in writing down the clues. Try to choose 
words that your child is able to read (short-vowel words, 
words ending in silent e, -ay, or -y). Once your clues are 
written, place them in a bowl. Take turns drawing a clue 
from the bowl, and then acting it out silently until the 
other player guesses the word correctly!

Thank you, Jesus, for 
coming to live among 

people on Earth. Thank 
you for your death and 

your resurrection. Thank 
you for the Gospels that 

help us to learn about you. 
Amen.

week
9
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The Caleb: 1 Buck
(or 100 bits)

spooner bUcks 
conversion cHart

The Malakai: 10 bits 
(10 Malakais make 1 Caleb)

The Selah: 25 bits 
(four Selahs make 1 Caleb)

The Aliyah: 5 bits 
(20 Aliyahs make 1 Caleb)

The Janiah: 1 bit 
(100 Janiahs make 1 Caleb)
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WEEK 4  SIGHT WORDWEEK 3  SIGHT WORD

WEEK 3  SIGHT WORDWEEK 3 SIGHT WORD

WEEK 2  SIGHT WORDWEEK 1  SIGHT WORD

WEEK 1  SIGHT WORD

me

why

so

are

WEEK 1 SIGHT WORD

we

be

go

no



weme

bewhy

goso

noare



WEEK 6  SIGHT WORDWEEK 5  SIGHT WORD

Sundaycome

WEEK 6  SIGHT WORD

Tuesday
WEEK 6 SIGHT WORD

Monday

WEEK 6  SIGHT WORD

Wednesday
WEEK 6  SIGHT WORD

Thursday

WEEK 6  SIGHT WORD

Friday
WEEK 6  SIGHT WORD

Saturday



comeSunday

Tuesday Monday

Thursday Wednesday

Saturday Friday



WEEK 9  SIGHT WORDWEEK 8 SIGHT WORD

theywho

WEEK 4  CONSONANT BLEND FRIENDWEEK 3  CONSONANT BLEND FRIEND

WEEK 2  CONSONANT BLEND FRIENDWEEK 1  DIGRAPH BLEND FRIEND

wh-

pr-

ch-
br-

WEEK 7  CONSONANT BLEND FRIENDWEEK 6  CONSONANT BLEND FRIEND

sk-spr-



whocome



WEEK 9  CONSONANT BLEND FRIENDWEEK 7  CONSONANT BLEND FRIEND

-mpcr-

WEEK 9  CONSONANT BLEND FRIEND

-nd

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR A NEW BABYSPECIAL STORY WORD FOR A NEW BABY

new

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR A NEW BABY

sister

tickle

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR A NEW BABY

sister

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE CAKE

delicious





SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE CAKESPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE CAKE

recipe

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE BIKE

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE CAKESPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE CAKE

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE BIKESPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE BIKE

decorate

hurry surprise

learn

buy good

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE BIKE

sees





SPECIAL STORY WORD FORTHE BIKESPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE BIKE

because

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE NOTESPECIAL STORY WORD FORTHE NOTE

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE NOTE

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE NOTESPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE NOTE

surprise

under

another follow

sees right

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE NOTE

needed



friends



SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR RULES

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR RULESSPECIAL STORY WORD FOR RULES

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR RULESSPECIAL STORY WORD FOR RULES

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE RACESPECIAL STORY WORD FOR RULES

listen

play do

loud your

room sorry

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE RACE

friends





SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR THE RACE

selfish

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR ONE WEEKSPECIAL STORY WORD FOR ONE WEEK

SPECIAL STORY WORD FORONE WEEKSPECIAL STORY WORD FOR ONE WEEK

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR ONE WEEK

week sky

book see

things

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR ONE WEEK

church

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR YOU CAN TRY

do





SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR YOU CAN TRYSPECIAL STORY WORD FOR YOU CAN TRY

friend

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR SILLY RHYMESSPECIAL STORY WORD FOR SILLY RHYMES

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR YOU CAN TRY SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR SILLY RHYMES

SPECIAL STORY WORD FOR SILLY RHYMES

outside

what

rhymes eat

special

too

WEEK 1 PHONICS RULE

a_e words



plate

shake

chase

game

safe

cave



WEEK 2 PHONICS RULE

WEEK 4 PHONICS RULE

WEEK 3 PHONICS RULE

u_e words

i_e words o_e words

WEEK 5  PHONICS RULE

soft g + c

WEEK 6  PHONICS RULE

-ay words
WEEK 7  PHONICS RULE

-y words

WEEK 8 PHONICS RULE

-y words
WEEK 9  PHONICS RULE

-y words



shine

white

five

lime

bike

hide

bone

rope

broke

cone

hole

vote

cute

rude

flute

tube

prune

face

dice 

space

cage

huge

stage

day

spray

play

say

clay

way

sky

cry

my

fly

by

fry

buddy

silly

funny

puppy

jelly 

foggy

baby

candy

holy

poppy





cutouts



lesson 3

Mary and Joseph traveled to  
Bethlehem.

A choir of angels announced his 
birth to shepherds in the fields.

The shepherds hurried to visit  
the newborn baby Jesus.

An angel told Mary she was  
going to have a baby.

Baby Jesus was born, and his 
parents wrapped him up and 

laid him in a manger.





guitar

violin

harp drumcymbals

triangle

clarinet

flute

bassoon

trumpet

tuba

french horn

lesson 8





date:

store:

items purchAsed

total:

lesson 9

date:

store:

items purchAsed

total:





lesson 10

game twine joke flame

fine smoke drive shade

mole side code lake

shape life close trade

time bite cave size

note drove mine home





emperor penguin lIfe cycle

lesson 13





Many penguins live in Antarctica.

Penguins are so cute. Penguins eat fish, krill, and squid.

I want to visit the penguin exhibit 
at the zoo.

It’s interesting to learn about  
penguins.

Emperor penguins are the largest 
species of penguin.

lesson 16

cent clock hug can

rock gem huge ice

age slice gate cone

frog face cage grab

lesson 18





turn off water + lights 
when not using them

fix a broken toy instead  
of throwing it away

use a cardboard box  
to store toys in

bring cans to the  
recycling center

sort recycling instead  
of throwing it in the  

garbage

use empty food 
packaging to make 

crafts

lesson 21





lesson 26

Wednesday
T
hursday

Friday

Saturday
Su

nd
ay

M
on

da
y

Tuesda
y





snow petrel
emperor 
penguin

killer whale narwhal
gentoo 

 penguin

walrus harp sealpolar bear

caribou

leopard seal

snowy owl

chinstrap 
penguin

lesson 27





airplane tickets
TRANSPORTATION

2 bucks

cruise ship tickets
TRANSPORTATION

3 bucks

helicopter tickets
TRANSPORTATION

5 bucks

tent
ACCOMMODATION

50 bits

cabin
ACCOMMODATION

2 bucks

5-star hotel
ACCOMMODATION

4 bucks

hot chocolate
FOOD

10 bits

sandwich
FOOD

1 buck

candy
FOOD

20 bits

fruits + vegetables
FOOD

1 buck

soup
FOOD

70 bits

flip-flops
SUPPLIES

10 bits

winter boots
SUPPLIES

1 buck

coat
SUPPLIES

50 bits

snowshoes
SUPPLIES

1 buck

camera
SUPPLIES

1 buck

gloves
SUPPLIES

30 bits

lesson 29





misty crazy ducky pony

windy lady fifty shiny

dizzy tidy ivy plenty

lesson 33

lesson 35
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